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The E-beam curable BMI resin systems and phenylethynyl terminated AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer together with an imide model compound N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl)phthalimide] were synthesized and characterized.

E-beam exposure cannot propagate the polymerization of BMI system until the temperature goes up to 100°C. However, a small amount of oligomers may be generated from solid-state cure reaction under low E-beam intensity radiation. Higher intensity E-beam at 40 kGy per pass can give above 75% reaction conversion of BMI with thermal cure mechanism involved.

NVP is a good reactive diluent for BMI resin. The cure extents of BMI/NVP increase with the increase of the dosage and applied dosage per pass. The reaction rate is much higher at the beginning of the E-beam cure and slows down after 2 dose passes due to diffusion control. Free radical initiator dicumyl peroxide can accelerate the reaction rate at the beginning of E-beam cure reaction but doesn’t affect final cure conversion very much. According to the results from FT-IR, 200 kGy total dosage E-
beam exposure at 10 kGy per pass can give 70% reaction conversion of BMI/NVP with the temperature rise no more than 50°C. The product has a T_g of 180°C.

The predicted ultimate T_g of cured AFR-PEPA-4 polyimide is found to be 437.2°C by simulation of DSC T_g as a function of cure. The activation energy of thermal cure reaction of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer is 142.6 ± 10.0 kJ/mol with the kinetic order of 1 when the reaction conversion is less than 80%.

The kinetics analysis of the thermal cure of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl)phthalimide] was determined by FT-IR spectroscopy by following the absorbance of the phenylethynyl triple bond and conjugated bonds. The thermal crosslinking of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl)phthalimide] through phenylethynyl addition reaction has a reaction order of 0.95 and an activation energy of 173.5 ± 8.2 kJ/mol. The conjugated bond addition reactions have a lower reaction order of 0.94 and lower activation energy (102.7 ± 15.9 kJ/mol). The cure reaction of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl)phthalimide] can be described as a fast first-order reaction stage followed by a slow second stage that is kinetically controlled by diffusion.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

High-temperature polymers have found a broad range of applications from structural materials in fiber-reinforced composites to thin films for use in electronics packaging and in emerging technologies such as photonic devices. In structural applications, fiber-reinforced high-temperature polymer matrix composites can offer significant advantages over other materials because of their low density and high specific strength. These composites are quite attractive for use in aerospace structural applications, e.g. aircraft engines, airframe, missiles, and rockets, where weight is critical [1].

The durability and reliability of materials used in aerospace components is a critical concern. Among the materials requirements for these applications are high glass-transition temperature, \( T_g \), (at least 25°C higher than the intended use temperature), good high-temperature stability in a variety of environments, and good mechanical properties over a wide range of temperatures. In addition, a major requirement for any high-temperature polymers, regardless of their intended uses, is processability. Many monomers with multi-aromatic rings in structure are inherently stable and yield polymers with high \( T_g \). However, they tend to produce polymers that have poor solubility in most organic solvents, very high melting or softening points, and melt
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viscosities that are too high to allow their processing by resin-injection molding or resin-transfer molding. Meanwhile, demands on large dimension structures for space vehicles eliminate expensive autoclave processing that has size limitations. Therefore, to improve the processability, stability, performance of high temperature polymer materials and an efficient non-autoclave processing is critical for development of future aerospace structures.

Fiber-reinforced high temperature polymer composites are and will be used for aerospace structural applications for a wide range of components that will be exposed to prolonged, extreme service conditions in military and commercial aircraft and hypersonic reusable space vehicles. These complex service environment conditions of stress, time, temperature, moisture, and chemical and gaseous environments required a thorough understanding of the physical, chemical and mechanical phenomena that control the most probable critical failure path of the composite component. Such an understanding of the fundamental aging mechanisms is necessary for credible, long-term composite performance predictions based on experimentally observed short-time service environment induced composite performance deterioration mechanisms.

There are two main categories of polymer matrices used for fiber-reinforced composites in aerospace applications: epoxy-based composites and imide-based composites [2, 3]. Epoxy resin based laminates have a great processability and provide a high strength/weight ratio. But epoxy based composites have drawbacks associated with a limited use temperature of 130°C (relatively low $T_g$), moisture absorption and corresponding plasticization, and often a brittle mechanical response, especially after
exposure to severe environmental conditions. Crosslinked bismaleimides (BMIs) and Polyimides are leading high temperature polymer matrices for fiber reinforced composites. The need for bismaleimide arose because of the poor hot/wet performance of epoxies. And, BMI systems are able to be fabricated using epoxy-like conditions and are capable of performing at temperatures up to 230°C. Polyimides have excellent mechanical properties, high T_g (up to 450°C) and long term stabilities. However, one of the biggest drawbacks in the use of BMIs and polyimides is still processing difficulty due to their highly aromatic chemical structures. Meanwhile, BMI resins suffer from brittleness that leads to composite microcracking. Polyimides also have the toughness limitations and poor hydrolytic stabilities. As a result, present and future research related to Air Force aircraft and space applications involves determination of the critical damage mechanisms and thresholds for polyimides based on chemical structure, and new material development to balance the high temperature performance, high hydrolytic resistance and ease of processing [3].

Electron beam (E-beam) curing of polymer matrix composites is a nonthermal, nonautoclave curing method that offers the potential to fabricate large integrated structures for space vehicle applications. E-beam curing has many advantages over thermal curing, which include reduced curing time, lower tooling cost, shelf stable resin systems, low health risks because of fewer volatiles and hazardous chemicals, reduced thermal stresses and curing at controlled temperatures [4-10]. Electron beam curing of fiber-reinforced composites was explored over 30 years ago [7]. There are two factors contributing to the growing interest in the E-beam curing of composites: (i) The
development of high current, commercial industrial accelerators capable of attaining a high beam penetration; (ii) The development of radiation responsive resins or oligomers, initiators and formulation systems tailored for the needs of composite matrices.

The principal resin systems that have been widely studied as E-beam curable composites are epoxy resins, such as diglycidylether of bisphenol A epoxides (DGEBA) [11-14]. There are few reports on E-beam curing of BMI and polyimides yet. E-beam curing is found to be insufficient to cure BMI resin [15]. Marie-Florence et al. made an attempt at using N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP) as a diluent for E-beam curing of BMI resins and found that the T_g of the related products are around 240°C [15]. However, fundamental chemical and physical changes of BMI resins during E-beam curing are poorly understood (temperature evolution, gelation, vitrification, reaction mechanisms, kinetic analysis, processing-property relationships). NASA and subcontractors have been investigating E-beam curing for polyimides [16]. To date, there have been no known breakthroughs, but there has been encouraging progress toward understanding and resolving the barriers.

1.2 Research Goals

Structural polymer matrix composites used for aerospace applications are required to exhibit good high-temperature/high-moisture (‘hot-wet’) properties, processability and mechanical performance over a long period of time. An understanding of the fundamental cure reactions and aging mechanisms is necessary for credible long-term composite performance predictions based on experimentally observed short-time
service environment induced composite performance deterioration mechanisms. Meanwhile, there is a need for the development and characterization of new non-autoclave composite process for the future manufacture of large structures.

The overall objective of this dissertation is to characterize and develop polymer matrices that can be used for high temperature polymer composites in aerospace applications. The contribution from this dissertation involved two primary areas: (i) Characterization and development of E-beam curing of BMI resins, (ii) synthesis and cure characterization of imide oligomers.

The dissertation will specifically address several key issues:

- To gain fundamental understanding of the relations between processing parameters, the resultant physical and chemical structure and the performance of E-beam cured high temperature polymer matrices.
- To characterize the fundamental chemical mechanisms and kinetics of E-beam cured bismaleimide resins.
- To identify and characterize fundamental parameters that control imide oligomer synthesis and cure reaction and how such parameters affect the thermal properties of the cured polyimide resin.
- To characterize the cure reactions of acetylene compounds as the function of reaction conditions and parameters.

Figure 1 details the overall research approach that consists of resin processing, fundamental chemical factors and structure-property characterization of high temperature polymer matrices.
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Figure 1 Synthesis and cure characterization of high temperature polymers.
2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, an overview of high temperature polymer composite matrices for aerospace applications is presented. The history of materials, chemical evolution, and the status of present problems will be focused. In more detailed terms, the synthesis and critical fundamental structure-property-processing relations of polyimides will be evaluated. The technique of E-beam curing of fiber reinforced composites, characterization of E-beam cure process and development of E-beam curable high temperature polymer matrices will also be discussed in detail.

2.2 General Considerations of High-temperature Composite Materials

The development of high-performance composite materials is based on the concept of taking advantage of the stiffness and strength of high performance fibers by dispersing them in a softer matrix, which acts as a binder and transfers forces across the fiber-matrix interface [17]. Specific properties can be tailored by placing or weaving the fibers into specific directions. Meanwhile, the matrix materials can be designed to fit complex requirements in aerospace structural applications.

Polyimides possess outstanding key properties such as high use temperature (above 300°C), thermoxidative stability, high mechanical strength, high modulus, excellent electrical properties, and superior chemical resistance [18]. Because of these
merits, polyimides become one of the leading polymer materials for high temperature composites in aerospace structural applications. Although polyimides still suffer processing difficulty due to their highly aromatic chemical structures, the exploration of new compositions and new processing methods for polyimides is developed rapidly to balance the high temperature performance, high hydrolytic resistance and the processing ease of materials.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2**  End groups of polyimides.
The primary focus of this dissertation lies in the area of aerospace grade polyimides used as composite matrices. These polyimides can be generally classified in terms of their reactive end groups, shown in Figure 2. PMR-type polyimides, BMI, and phenylethynyl terminated imides, are the most widely used in high temperature composites [19].

![Figure 3](image_url) Temperatures used for resin matrix composites.

BMIs offer as an intermediate material in temperature performance between epoxies and polyimides (Figure 3) because of their capability of performing at temperatures up to 230°C and ability to be fabricated using epoxy-like conditions, without the evolution of void-producing volatiles [2]. The crosslinked BMI matrices
exhibit excellent hot/wet properties, which are required for aerospace applications. But BMIs have the drawback of brittleness. They are usually blended with the toughening agent or modified by adding toughening components in structure prior to manufacture of structural composites [20-22].

The majority of polyimides have extended rigid planar aromatic and heteroaromatic structures so that they are infusible and insoluble. The synthesis of polyimides usually begins with a diamine and a dianhydride which are added into a dipolar aprotic solvent. Poly (amic acid) will be formed, which can be transformed into polyimide by the process known as imidization. Imidization generally takes place in the solid state and occurs in the 250-350°C temperature range, depending on the stability and T_g of the polymer. The reaction mechanisms are often complex and can be difficult to model [19]. The properties of obtained polyimide are affected by the imidization process and related reaction conditions. Also, the stability of polyimides is greatly dependent upon their chemical structure, chain packing, molecular weight, confirmation, and location of functional groups [18].

2.3 Present/Future Aerospace Applications

Composites for space applications have been developed rapidly over the past 20 years, being led by the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Air Force. Composites are now the leading candidate materials not just to save weight, but to increase system performance. Their high specific strength and stiffness, combined with low coefficient of thermal expansion, cryogenic stability, load
tailorability, and high specific damping capacity, make them particularly attractive for high-precision space structures.

The design lifetime of most early spacecraft is relatively short (5-7 years). However, the current trend toward longer lifetimes (ultimately to 20-25 years) has resulted in an interest in long-term durability of composites in the space environment. The exposure environments such as atomic oxygen, solar ultraviolet radiation, ionizing radiation, micro-meteoroids and man-made debris, and continuous thermal cycling place stringent durability demands upon materials [23]. A fundamental understanding of the synergistic effect of all these environmental conditions on composites is essential for design of long-life space structures.

Many of polyimides developed arose from the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) program. A part of the program, funded by NASA and Boeing Company, was to develop a commercial aircraft capable of Mach 2.4 (1600 mph) speeds, about the length of a football field in dimension, and capable of transporting up to 400 passengers for a length of 5000 nautical miles while flying at an altitude of 12 miles [19]. Under these conditions, the surface of the aircraft would be about 160°C. But the program required material performance at 177°C for 60,000h for safety. Some inner portions of the airplane, including fuel tanks in the wings, would also reach high temperatures [19].

In addition, polyimide composites are also widely used in present military aircraft, including Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF), the F-117A stealth fighter, the Navy F-18 Strike Fighter, F-16XL, and AV-8B. The Air Force has had a continuing interest in the development of polyimides that (i) are large or complex shaped structures,
and (ii) exhibit superior thermal, mechanical properties with enhanced oxidative and hydrolytic resistance. As such, a fluorinated polyimide (AFR 700B) was formulated and developed at the Air Force in order to meet these requirements [24]. However, AFR 700B polyimide exhibits significant decreases in strength (~70%) and $T_g$ (75°C) after 1000 hours at 160°C in a hygrothermal pressure bomb environment [25, 26]. It has been observed that phenylethynyl end capped based polyimides (developed by NASA Langley) exhibited considerably greater resistance to hydrolytic degradation [25].

Development of phenylethynyl end capped based polyimides AFR-PEPA-N at Air Force Research Laboratories [19] resulted in resins that exhibited only a 3-5% decrease in dry $T_g$ for a range of oligomer molecular weights after hygrothermal exposure, compared to a 20% decrease for AFR 700B under similar exposure conditions [27]. In addition, AFR-PEPA-N exhibited (i) extremely high $T_g$’s (435 - 455°C), (ii) significantly improved mechanical properties at 300°C compared to AFR 700B, (iii) the potential to be processed by resin transfer molding (RTM), (iv) high ductility for a high temperature polyimide (ambient temperature elongation to break of 5%), and (v) slightly lower thermo-oxidative stability compared to AFR 700B.

AFR-PEPA-N carbon fiber composites have already been deployed on the leading trailing edges of the stealth B-2 bomber. These ultra-high temperature light weight composites offer the potential to be used for aerospace structural applications for a whole range of components that will be exposed to extreme service environment conditions in military aircraft and future hypersonic reusable space vehicles. These complex service environment conditions of stress, time, temperature, moisture, and
chemical and gaseous environments, together with a range of different processing procedures require a thorough understanding of the structure-process-performance relations of these composites. Of critical importance are (i) the relations between the imide oligomer structure and morphology and the final cured resin and the composite properties, (ii) identification of relatively simple modifications of imide oligomer structure that leads to superior resin properties and enhanced versatile composite processing options, and (iii) characterization of composite damage growth mechanisms for future extreme service environment exposure conditions that range from cryogenic up to high temperatures.

Polyimides and BMIs are the most notable for high temperature applications. But BMIs are also being considered for cryogenic applications, such as liquid hydrogen (LH2) and liquid oxygen (LOX) cryogenic fuel tank containment structures needed for the Single Stage To Orbit (SSTO) launch vehicles in NASA’s future space transportation systems. These load bearing primary composite structures will be large, i.e. 70 feet by 70 feet, which eliminates expensive autoclave processing which has presently available size limitations of approximately 20 feet by 10 feet. Hence, there is a need for the synthesis and characterization of new non-autoclave composite process for the future manufacture of such large structures.

E-beam curing provides a non-thermal, non-autoclave process for manufacturing space structures. Aerospatiale developed the first practical application of electron beam-cured structural composites for solid rocket motors using acrylated epoxy resins in 1990 [7]. However, these materials were found to be too brittle for manned and reusable
aerostructures. A Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA), sponsored by the Department of Energy Defense Programs and 10 industrial partners, was established to advanced E-beam curing of composites in 1994. Hundreds of E-beam curable resin systems, including toughened formulations, are now commercial available.

The US Air Force and its prime contractors also began to evaluate E-beam curing technology for military aircraft in the Composites Affordability Initiative in the 90’s. Prototypical manufacture of Long FOG missile bodies was achieved using E-beam curing in 1996 [7]. Prototypical manufacture of a T-38 trainer aircraft windshield frame was also achieved using E-beam curing in 1998 [28]. The arch was a laminate construction of 36 thin stainless steel strips, with E-beam curable adhesive in between the strips. This stainless steel laminate was then overwrapped with fiberglass reinforcement. The frame was E-beam cured with the arch being irradiated using E-beam generated X-rays to ensure curing of the adhesive between the metal strips. E-beam curing processes for three-dimensional braided structures were developed for use in aircraft ducting applications in 1998 [29, 30]. E-beam curing has been also applied in numerous filament winding applications including flywheels, tactical rocket motor cases and helicopter drive shafts [7].

NASA is investigating E-beam curing technology for application in the curing of composites to be used in cryogenic piping, tanks [31], and as repair pieces of space structures under its Advanced Space Transportation Program [7]. NASA also successfully fabricated a scaled prototype of an overwrapped FASTRAC rocket nozzle,
in which material temperatures were held low to eliminate delamination attributable to high thermal stresses.

However, for many applications in the aerospace industries, E-beam processable resins currently available are epoxy systems, which do not meet the performance specifications (e.g. excellent thermal stability, high strength, and high toughness). Polyimides do not appear to be E-beam curable, possibly due to its high melt temperature. NASA and Air Force have been investigating the electron beam curing for polyimides and bismaleimides [16, 32, 33]. To date, there have been no known breakthroughs, but there has been encouraging progress toward understanding and resolving the barriers. Development of E-beam curable polyimide and bismaleimide resins is critical to aerospace applications.

2.4 History and Classification of Polyimides

2.4.1 Kapton Polyimide

Polyimides were originally developed at DuPont in 1950’s and 1960’s [34, 35]. These efforts revolved around the modification of nylon chemistry to produce polyimides in a two-step process [18] (Figure 4) that involved the condensation of an aromatic diamine (a), and dianhydride (b), to form poly(amic acid) (c), followed by cyclodehydration to the polyimide (d). Research at DuPont led to the development of Pyralin™ soluble polyimides for use as wire coatings and Kapton-H™ polyimide films. Since that time, a variety of condensation polyimides have been developed by researchers in the United States, Japan, Europe, and the former USSR [36].
2.4.2 Avimid N Polyimide

Condensation polyimides were mainly used as thin films in electronics packaging, wire insulation, and gas separator membranes. However, condensation polyimides have also been used as composite matrix resins, for example, DuPont's Avimid N (Figure 5).
Avimid N has a $T_g$ close to 360°C, low weight loss, and good retention of mechanical properties after 100h aging in air at 371°C. However, the evolution of volatile condensation by-products (H$_2$O) and the low flow of this system make it difficult to process.

Figure 5 Avimid N chemistry.

2.4.3 Norbornyl End-capped Polyimides

PMR Polyimides

Addition-curing polyimides were synthesized to improve the processability of condensation polyimides without adversely affecting their stability and high-temperature performance in 1970’s. The Polymerization of Monomer Reactant (PMR) family of polyimides, in particular PMR-15, developed at the NASA Lewis Research Center (Figure 6) [38]. Reinforcement fibers are impregnated with a solution of the dialkyl ester
of 3,3',4,4'-benzophenone tetracarboxylic acid (BTDE), methylene dianiline (MDA), and the monoalkyl ester of 5-norbornene-2,3-dicarboxylic acid (NE), in a low boiling solvent, typically methanol or ethanol. In the first step of this process, these monomers undergo imidization at temperatures around 200°C to yield short-chain norbornyl end-capped polyimide oligomers (MW\textit{theoretical} = 1500 for PMR-15). At temperatures above 300°C, these oligomers undergo a cross-linking reaction involving the norbornyl end-cap (Step 2).

\[
\text{BTDE} + n+1 \text{MDA} + 2 \text{NE} \rightarrow \text{Fully crosslinked PMR-15}
\]

\[\text{Figure 6 PMR-15 chemistry.}\]
PMR-15 has a \( T_g \) after post-cure of 365°C and shows good retention of mechanical properties and low weight losses in air for long exposure times (>10,000 h) at temperatures up to 230°C and for shorter times at temperatures as high as 316°C. Because of its good high-temperature performance and processability, PMR-15 is widely used in composites and adhesives for a variety of aircraft engine applications. However, two drawbacks limit its applications: (i) concern over the mutagenicity of MDA, and (ii) the high cost of fabricating PMR-15 engine components due to processing limitations [1].

**AFR-700B Polyimide**

Other norbornyl end-capped resins, such as LaRC-160, PMR-II, and AFR-700, have been developed provide materials with improved handling and/or better high-temperature performance than PMR-15 [1].

AFR-700B was created by the Air Force with an elevated service temperature at 371°C. Compared to the structure of PMR-15, the backbone of AFR-700B consists of 2,2’-bis (3,4-dicarboxyphenyl) hexafluoropropane dianhydride (6FDA) and 1,4-diaminobenzene (p-PDA) instead of BTDE and MDA. Only one end of the chain was capped with NE, with an amine on the other end of the chain as seen in Figure 7.

![Figure 7](image.png)  
*Figure 7*  Structure of AFR700B.
AFR-700B has a $T_g$ greater than 400°C. It was used immediately on the fuselage trailing edges on the F-117A Stealth Fighter. Unfortunately AFR-700B was found not to perform well in a hygrothermal environment, although it had an excellent thermooxidative resistance. The polyimide experienced a significant amount of hydrolysis, which lead to a large drop in $T_g$ and mechanical properties [19].

2.4.4 Acetylene End-capped Polyimides

Although norbornyl end-capped polyimides have been used successfully in many space applications, there are some drawbacks to their use. The thermal-oxidative stability of the norbornene ring is poor due to the large amount of saturated carbons present in this structure. The cross-linking often becomes the oxidative weak link when norbornyl end-capped polyimides are used. Moreover, processing problems can be encountered with norbornyl end-capped polymers due to the potential for formation of cyclopentadiene during cross-linking [39]. These deficiencies have prompted the search for new addition-curable end-caps for polyimides.

*Thermid 600 Polyimide*

Acetylenes are used widely as reactive end-caps in synthesis of polyimides. Most of the early research in this area was done by Landis and co-workers [40]. Acetylene-terminated imides (ATI resins) such as Thermid 600 (Figure 8) have high $T_g$s (370°C) and good thermal-oxidative stability at temperatures as high as 316°C. However, the acetylene group in these systems polymerizes at 195°C, which is too close to the imidization temperature to allow for complete removal of condensation by-products.
Phenylethynyl Capped Polyimides

It is found that the polymerization temperature of acetylene end-caps can be increased more than 100°C through the introduction of a second phenyl ring on the acetylene groups [41]. The use of these phenylethynyl groups as the capping groups for polyimides attracted more interests recently [42-44]. Among them, 4-phenylethynyl-
Phthalic anhydride (PEPA) is a successful case. One of PEPA-terminated polyimides, PETI-5 (Figure 9), is currently under evaluation for use in airframe applications for the High Speed Civil Transport [45]. It has been found to have excellent mechanical strength and toughness with a glass transition temperature at 270°C. It crosslinks between 320°C to 371°C range and at a pressure of 1MPa and can be easily processed by resin transfer molding [45].

Figure 10  Synthesis of AFR-PEPA-N imide oligomers.
AFR700C polyimide was also synthesized to combine the thermooxidative abilities of AFR700B with the hydrolytic stability of PETI-5 [19]. The imide oligomer, AFR-700C, was termed AFR-PEPA-N due to that it is terminated on both chain ends with 4-phenylethynylphthalic anhydride (PEPA). In the synthesis of AFR-PEPA-N oligomer, 4-phenylethynylphthalic anhydride (PEPA), 2,2’-bis(3,4-dicarboxyphenyl)-hexafluoropropane dianhydride (6FDA) and 1,4-diaminobenzene (p-PDA) were reacted together in N-methylpyrroloidone (NMP) (Figure 10).

_Biphenylene End-capped Polyimides_

![Chemical structure of biphenylene end-capped polyimides](image)

**Figure 11** Biphenylene end-capped polyimides.
Stille and co-workers reported that biphenylene could be used as reactive endcaps for polyimide oligomers [46, 47]. When heated above 300°C, biphenylene undergoes a ring-opening reaction to produce a biradical that can couple and then cross-link (Figure 11). Cured films of biphenylene-terminated polyimides such as (a) have modest $T_g$ (261°C). Biphenylene end-capped polyimides with an internal acetylene unit have much higher $T_g$ [48]. Polyimide (b) (Figure 2.10) prepared from a 40/60 mixture of bis(3-aminophenyl)acetylene/4,4′-ODA (DP = 11) and cured at 350°C had a $T_g$ of 347°C and good stability in air (5% weight loss at 520°C by TGA). Celion 6000 graphite-reinforced composites were also prepared with biphenylene end-capped polyimides containing internal acetylene groups [49]. Biphenylene end-capped polyimide is one of those polyimides with highest thermal and oxidative stabilities.

2.4.5 BMI Based Diels-Alder Systems

Diels-Alder cycloaddition reactions such as the reaction of BMI with some type of stable bisdiene, including bis(o-allylphenoxy)phthalimide, bispyrone, bisfuran, or polyfuran [1, 50-52], can also be used in synthesis of thermosetting polyimides. For example, Diels-Alder cycloaddition can be utilized to produce polyimide between bis(furyl)imide and BMI (Figure 12) [1]. HMS carbon fiber-reinforced composites made with this type of polyimide, which show modest thermal-oxidative stability. The samples had an 18% weight loss when they were aged in air for 1000h at 316°C. Flexural strengths of these composites dropped from 172 to 66 Ksi after aging under these conditions [1].
2.5 Fundamentals of Imide Synthesis

As mentioned earlier, most of the syntheses of polyimides start from the formation of poly(amic acid), which is formed by adding a diamine and a dianhydride into a dipolar aprotic solvent. And then the obtained poly(amide acid) can be converted into the final polyimide by thermal or chemical imidization. Therefore, the monomers, solvents, imidization process and other reaction parameters are very important factors for polyimide synthesis.

2.5.1 Formation of Poly(amic acid)s

The reaction mechanism of formation of poly(amic acid) involves the nucleophilic attack of the amino group on the carbonyl carbon of the anhydride group,
followed by the opening of the anhydride ring to form amic acid group as illustrated in Figure 13 [18].

![Reaction mechanism of imide formation.](image)

**Figure 13** Reaction mechanism of imide formation.

Generally, this equilibrium reaction is irreversible because a poly(amic acid) with high molecular weight can be easily formed as long as the pure reagents are used. Therefore, the driving forces should favor the forward reaction over the reverse reaction. There are two factors need to be noted: (i) the acrylation reaction of amines is an exothermic reaction and the equilibrium is favored at lower temperatures; (ii) the forward reaction in dipolar solvents is a second-order reaction and the reverse reaction is a first-order reaction. Therefore, the equilibrium is favored at high monomer concentrations to form poly(amic acid)s with higher molecular weight [18].
**Monomers**

**TABLE 1**
Electron Affinity of Aromatic Dianhydrides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dianhydrides</th>
<th>$E_a$, eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the mechanism shown in Figure 13, the reaction rate is dependent on the electrophilicity of the carbonyl groups of the dianhydride and the nucleophilicity of the amino nitrogen atom of the diamine. The electrophilicity of the carbonyl groups of the dianhydride can be measured in terms of the electron affinity $(E_a)$, a tendency to accept an electron. The dianhydride with higher $E_a$ shows higher reactivity. Table 1 lists the electron affinity of various aromatic dianhydrides [18].

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diamines</th>
<th>$pK_a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{H}_2\text{N} \begin{array}{c} \text{C} \ \text{H} \end{array} \text{H}_2\text{N}$</td>
<td>6.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{H}_2\text{N} \begin{array}{c} \text{O} \ \text{C} \end{array} \text{H}_2\text{N}$</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{H}_2\text{N} \begin{array}{c} \text{N} \ \text{H} \end{array}$</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{H}_2\text{N} \begin{array}{c} \text{N} \ \text{H} \end{array}$</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{H}_2\text{N} \begin{array}{c} \text{O} \ \text{C} \end{array} \text{H}_2\text{N}$</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unlike the dianhydride, the nature of the diamine is of extreme importance for imide formation. Highly basic diamines, e.g. aliphatic diamines, are not suitable for the
reaction due to their high tendency to form salts during the initial stages of the reaction [36]. The formation of the salt prevents the amine groups from reacting with the anhydride, therefore changes the stoichiometry of the initial monomer charge, which is not favorable to form high molecular weight poly(amic acid). On the other hand, the reactivity of diamines is dependent on its basicity ($pK_a$). Diamines of low basicity do not exhibit sufficient nucleophilic character to allow them to enter into a polymer-forming reaction with the anhydride. Ideally, the diamine should have a $pK_a$ of 4.5-6 [53]. The basicity ($pK_a$) values of several common diamines are listed in Table 2 [18].

**Solvents**

The most commonly used solvents are dipolar aprotic amide solvents such as N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc), N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP), and tetramethylurea (TMU). Sulfoxides such as Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) can also be used. The strong acid-base interaction between the amic acid and the amide solvent is a major source of exothermicity of the reaction and one of the most important driving forces. Thus, it is expected that the rate of poly(amic acid) formation is faster in more basic and more polar solvents. On the other hand, thermal stability of the solvent and ease to be removed in the following imidization process also need to be concerned [18].

### 2.5.2 Thermal Imidization

There are two ways to achieve imidization. One is the direct thermal cyclodehydration of the poly(amic acid) by heating the mixture to around 300°C, depending upon the stability and $T_g$ of the polymer. Another is to add a chemical
dehydration agent to poly(amic acid) and then followed by a thermal imidization. Thermal process is the most cost-effective way and can be controlled with high precision. Thus, it is the most practical approach to imidization, especially for commercial applications.

By monitoring of cure profile of a typical poly(amic acid)/NMP system from Mass spectrometry, the thermal imidization process can be described as following steps [36]: (i) In the temperature regime from ambient temperature to approximately 150°C mostly solvent is evolved; (ii) In the region from 150°C to 250°C both solvent evolution and maximum evolution of water from imidization takes place; (iii) From 250°C and up solvent removal is virtually complete and the final imidization is completed.

The imidization rate was found to be faster in the presence of dipolar amide solvents [18]. However, the thermal imidization reaction is complex, which has not been possible to be described by simple kinetic expression. The imidization proceeds rapidly at the initial stage and tapers off at a plateau, which is a typical diffusion-limited kinetic process. As the degree of imidization increases, the T_g or stiffness of the polymer chain increases. When the T_g reaches the reaction temperature, the imidization rate slows down remarkably.

2.6 Fundamentals of Structure-Property Relationships of Polyimides

For high temperature polymers, their thermal stabilities and processability are the most critical properties to study. There are increasing demands on composite matrix
resins with the use temperature as high as 371°C (700°F) having good hydrolytic stability, chemical stability, and mechanical properties of polyimides.

2.6.1 Degradation and Stability of Polyimides

*Effect of Monomer Structure on Stability*

The thermal stability of polyimide backbone is determined by the strength of its weakest bond. In an oxidizing atmosphere, the structure that affects the inherent oxidation potential of the system is also important. It is not just the bonding energies that determine the ability to resist degradation but much more complicated system of mechanisms that are involved, such as the chain packing, density, molecular weight, conformation, and location of functional groups. These characteristics can control the opportunity of degradation initiation and the rate of degradation of the polyimide [18].

The types of diamines, dianhydrides, and end-groups may determine how the polyimide will degrade at a certain rate. It was found that the diamine structure can be more of an influence upon polyimide stability than dianhydride [18]. Because the diamine has a higher electron density compared to the rest of the structure, the diamine can be a likely point of oxidation and 'weakest' link. It is known that electron-deficient diamines form more oxidatively stable polyimides than electron-rich diamines. It was observed that the stability of polypyromellitimides at 400°C is dependent on the function of diamine structure (Figure 14) [54]. Also the amount of fused rings in the diamine affects the stability of the polyimides. The greater the amount of rings, the higher the probability of instability is [18]. The fluorinated diamine was reported to form polyimides with excellent stability [55].
Figure 14  Stability order for polypyromellitimides at 400°C as a function of diamine structure.

Figure 15  Effects of dianhydride structure on polyimide stability.

From the results of isothermal TGA (thermogravimetry analysis) at 371°C in Air, the effects of dianhydride structure on polyimide stability can be shown in Figure 15 [37]. It was found that 6FDA, with the structure of perfluoromethyl substituents, has the
highest use temperature and stability.

We can notice that both fluorinated diamine and fluorinated dianhydride form polyimides with better stability. The fluorine atom is the second smallest atom, and its 2s and 2d electrons are close to the nucleus. Its electric polarity is therefore small, and it is the most electronegative of all the elements. This high electronegativity results in strong bonds between carbon and fluorine atoms, giving fluorocarbon materials high thermal and chemical stability. The low polarity of fluorine gives fluorocarbons a low refractive index and low dielectric constant, and the low cohesive energy and surface free energy. It will reduce the permeability of water and/or oxygen.

If the polyimide chains are not terminated, the chains will have either an amine or an anhydride at the end of each chain. These amine or anhydride groups can be highly reactive with surrounding conditions that can decrease the stability of polyimides. A chain ending with an anhydride can cause hydrolytic degradation. The amine is even more active than anhydride so that a chain ending with an amine group can be considerably more detrimental than a chain ended with an anhydride. Therefore, it is better to have a slightly higher amount of dianhydride relative to the amount of diamine during the formation of poly(amic acid) [56].

Adding reactive end-groups to both ends of the polyimide chains is a very good way to increase the stability of the polyimide. End-groups can also limit the molecular weight of the polyimide, which aids in the processing capabilities and melt stability of the polyimide. Several reactive end-caps that are implemented are maleimide, nadimines, acetylenes, and biphenylenes. It was found that acetylene and biphenylenes offer higher
thermal and oxidative stability relative to the malic and nadic anhydrides [18]. A study of various aliphatic cross-linkable compositions suggested a stability order acetylene > norbornene > propargyl as measured by retention of adhesive properties after 1000h at 232°C [57].

The trends noted above for structure-stability relationships in polyimides can be confirmed by the studies on those most successfully developed polyimides in high temperature aerospace applications. Compared to the structure of PMR-15, the backbone of AFR700B consists of 6FDA and p-PDA instead of BTDE and MDA. The fluorinated backbone makes AFR700B much more thermooxidative stable than PMR-15 for high temperature use up to 400°C. However, AFR700B was found not to perform well in a hydrothermal environment because only one end of AFR700B’s chain is capped with NE, with an amine on the other end of the chain. AFR700B polyimide exhibited significant decreases in strength (~70%) and T_g (75°C) after 1000 hours at 160°C in a hygrothermal pressure bomb environment [25, 58]. Such hygrothermal-induced property deterioration was identified with hydrolytic chain scission of the AFR700B the norbornene based crosslinks [59]. PETI-5, which is end-capped by phenylethynyl groups, exhibits 10^{13} times lower hydrolytical degradation rate than AFR700B [19, 60]. But it has a very low T_g at 270°C due to the lack of flexible linkages in the structure. AFR-PEPA-N polyimides have both fluorinated backbone and phenylethynyl end-capper in structure. They have T_gs up to 435-455°C, with much improved hydrolytic stability compared to AFR700B [19].
Hygrothermal Degradation

Many polyimides chemically degrade when exposed to water, leading to extremely deleterious and often irreversible damage to the composite. There is a rapid imide hydrolysis followed by thermal decomposition of the resulting amide acid intermediate. Hydrolytic attack of the imide ring reverses the formation of poly(amic acid) (Figure 16) [19], leading to chain scission and associated molecular weight and strength decreases.
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**Figure 16** Polymerization and depolymerization of a polyimide.

The hydrolytic degradation of amide linkages at high temperatures has been well studied [18]. Anhydride groups are also susceptible to hydrolysis followed by
decarboxylation at elevated temperatures (Figure 17) [18].

Figure 17  Hydrolysis of (a) anhydride (b) amide linkage.

Other Factors

The gaseous environment is also an important factor to affect polyimide degradation. Most aromatic polyimides do not lose weight severely when heated in a vacuum or an inert atmosphere at 350-400°C for several hours. But they degrade at a noticeable rate in air and decompose faster in moist air.

Trace impurities such as alkali metal salts and trace metals Co, Cu, and Ni in polyimide can accelerate degradation significantly at elevated temperatures [18]. These salts and trace metals are always difficult to avoid because they are inherent in processes used in the synthesis of dianhydride monomers for polyimides or in solvents. The solvents used for polyimide synthesis are mainly dipolar aprotic solvents with high
boiling points. Therefore, solvents themselves can be detrimental to polyimide stability if they are not completely removed during the synthesis.

The physical state of the sample, for example, powder, film, molded part or composite, will also affect the degradation rate of polyimides. It was reported that the thicker film has the better weight retention than the thin one, which is probably due to surface area and diffusion rate of small molecules [18].

2.6.2 Effect of Polyimide Structure on Crystallinity

*Figure 18* Interactions between polyimide chains (a) charge polarization; (b) crystalline interaction [56].
Polyimides have been observed to exhibit crystallinity in many instances. It is expected that electronic polarization occurs between electron-rich diamine and electron-deficient dianhydride regions in aromatic polyimide chains. Intermolecular charge polarization occurs when a group in one chain donates some of its electron density to an electron-deficient group in another chain [56]. This phenomenon is called “charge transfer complexation”. Due to the stiffness of linear rigid-rod and segmented rigid-rod polyimides, chain-chain interactions can occur over several consecutive repeat units. Consequently, the segments become aligned along their axes. It is believed that this alignment contributes to the formation of short-range order and crystallinity [56]. An accurate physical picture has not yet been developed for chain-chain interactions comprising charge-transfer and crystalline-type interactions. There are two abbreviated idealized depictions shown in Figure 18 [56].

Polyimides containing amorphous and crystalline (or “ordered”) regions are known as two-phase or semi-crystalline polymers. Two-phase linear thermoplastic polyimides are known for high $T_g$s, excellent solvent resistance and resistance to thermal/mechanical distortion at temperatures just above $T_g$ [61-63]. X-ray diffraction, FTIR, and optical methods have been used to observe the semi-crystalline morphology.

Kapton-H polyimide from pyromellitic dianhydride/4,4-oxydianiline (PMDA/ODA) is a widely studied semicrystalline polyimide system. It was found that biphenyl dianhydride (BPDA) and ODPA (3,3′,4,4′-oxydiphthalic dianhydride) did not have very significant levels of crystallinity. However, BTDA (3,3′,4,4′-benzophenone tetracarboxylic dianhydride) and PMDA backbones created a high amount of
crystallinity in the polyimide [56]. The crystalline behavior of some polyimide systems is listed in Table 3 [18]. The more linear and stiff the polyimide backbone is, there will be a higher amount of chain orientation within the material [18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polyimide Name</th>
<th>Physical Structure</th>
<th>Crystalline / Amorphous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPDA/PPD</td>
<td>Stiff/Rigid</td>
<td>Semi-crystalline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMDA/ODA</td>
<td>Rigid/Flexible</td>
<td>Semi-crystalline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPDA/ODA</td>
<td>Stiff/Flexible</td>
<td>Semi-crystalline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTDA/PPD</td>
<td>Flexible/Rigid</td>
<td>Semi-crystalline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTDA/ODA</td>
<td>Flexible/Flexible</td>
<td>Amorphous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPA/ODA</td>
<td>Flexible/Flexible</td>
<td>Amorphous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6.3 Effect of Polyimide Structure on Solubility and Processability

When crystallinity develops in polyimide, the solubility and processability of the polyimide will decrease. It has been hypothesized that crystals act as physical crosslink sites, which inhibit dissolution. This has been observed when partially imidized polyimides swell, but do not dissolve, when exposed to an organic solvent. It has also been suggested that partially imidized polyimides may contain quasi-crosslinks. These crosslinks would disappear after further imidization [64].

Incorporation of flexible linkages such as -O-, -CH₂-, -SO₂- and hexafluoro-
isopropylidene (6F) groups into the backbone of polyimides can decrease the rigidity of the backbone and inhibit packing, thus reduce the interchain interactions and H-bonging and enhance solubility and processability [65]. Bulky substituents can also decrease crystallinity and packing efficiency by distortion of backbone symmetry. Introducing bulky substituents into polyimide structure can increase \( T_g \) and thermooxidative stability while providing good solubility, especially with non-symmetrical or flexible units in the backbone [66-70]. The effect depends on the number, size and polarity of the substituents.

Monomers with twisted, kinked, or crankshaft-like structures and cage or bicyclic structures have also been used to enhance polymer solubility and processability. Meador reviewed the related efforts in detail [1]. Branching and starred structures also have been incorporated in polyimides to increase the solubility and \( T_g \). Jensen [71] reported that PETI-5 modified by the inclusion of small amounts of a trifunctional monomer, triaminopyrimidine, had a significantly lower melt viscosity (600 poise at 335°C versus 10,000 poise for PETI-5 at 371°C). The \( T_g \) of the modified system is higher than PETI-5 (291°C versus 263°C), and the mechanical properties of films prepared with this polyimide are better.

It should be noted that to have a processable polyimide without sacrificing its inherent high temperature characteristics is a big challenge. There is a balance between stabilities of polyimides and their solubility and processability since the same structural feature that enhances one but decreases the other.
AFR-PEPA-N polyimides balance those properties for aerospace applications very well. The introduction of hexafluoro-isopropylidene (6F) group into the structure enhances the solubility and processability of the polyimides. Meanwhile, fluorinated backbone gives the polyimides higher thermal and chemical stability. The use of end group, phenylethynyl, also contributes to higher thermal and hydrolytic stability.

Characterization of the structure-property relations of AFR-PEPA-N oligomers and their crosslinked polyimides has been conducted recently by Lincoln [19]. The oligomers with different molecular weights (n = 2, 4, and 8) were synthesized. The n = 2 oligomer exhibited a broad molecular weight distribution whereas in the case of n = 4 and n = 8 oligomers the distributions were narrow. Rheological studies of these oligomers revealed AFR-PEPA-2 was borderline processable and the n = 8 oligomer was not processable due to its high viscosity, $\eta$ (40,000 poise) in the cure temperature range of 360 – 370°C. A plot of $T_g$ versus degree of cure of AFR-PEPA-2 oligomer illustrates $T_g$’s of over 400°C are achievable. Thermal stability of polyimides in $N_2$ was predicted. The Young’s modulus, tensile strength and failure strain of some partially cured AFR-PEPA-N polyimides were given. However, no studies, as yet, have been performed to characterize the network structure and the effects of thermal history (free volume, degree and type of cure in air versus nitrogen). Cure reactions of different oligomer systems and related property characterization need to be investigated to further understand the structure-property-processing relations of AFR-PEPA-N polyimides.

Meanwhile, cure characteristics of 4-phenylethynyl phthalic anhydride (PEPA) derivates, the end-capper of AFR-PEPA-N, need to be studied in detail. To understand
the cure reactions of PEPA derivates as the function of reaction conditions and parameters is very important for understanding the fundamental chemistry of AFR-PEPA-N based composites.

2.7 Chemistry of Bismaleimides

2.7.1 Introduction

BMI resins are a leading class of thermosetting polyimides. Their good processability and balance of thermal and mechanical properties have made them attractive in advanced composites and electronics. BMIs also have many advantages such as low moisture absorption, low cost and they are nonvolatile. The major application of BMI structural composites are in aero-engines and military aircraft. However, BMIs have exhibited brittle mechanical response [2, 3].

The chemical structure of BMIs is shown in Figure 19. They were firstly synthesized from pyromellitic acid dianhydride, aromatic amine and endcapper maleic acid anhydride in dimethylformamide (DMF) [2]. The solution of the poly(amic acid) was heated to 70-120°C to undergo the cyclohydration reaction. BMIs based on aromatic diamines are crystalline materials with high melting points. There is a wide variety of BMIs has been synthesized from various aromatic amines. 4,4’-biamaleimido diphenyl methane (BMPM) is the most often used among them due to its low cost and excellent thermal stability of the related BMIs [72]. Other BMI systems based on M-phenylene bismaleimide, 2,4-bismaleimido toluene, 2,4-bismaleimidoanisole, 1,5-bismaleimido-naphthaline have also been synthesized [2]. But many of them are too expensive so that
they are not used in commercial resin formulations.

The outstanding property of N-substituted maleimide is the reactivity of the maleimide double bond. This high reactivity is from two adjacent electron-withdrawing carbonyl groups, which make the maleimide double bond very electron-deficient. When heated above their melting points, BMIs undergo a free radical polymerization reaction without the need for a catalyst, following first-order kinetic law up to a conversion of 30-40% [73]. The homopolymerization of maleimides has been well studied [74]. Polymerization of maleimides or copolymerization of maleimide and the monomers with active double bonds can also be initiated in presence of peroxides. Peroxide cure of maleimide formulations can be of interest for fast-curing molding compounds. Those free radical initiators with high decomposition temperature are suitable for BMIs.
because many of BMIs have high melting points [2]. It was reported that the maleimide double bond can also be activated by ionic-type catalysts [73]. Diazabicyclooctane (DABCO) and 2-methyl imidazole are recommended as anionic catalysts for BMI resins [2].

In addition to homopolymerization and copolymerization, there are many other chemical reactions involved in BMI chemistry. For example, BMI can undergo Diels-Alder reaction with a suitable diene; Ene reaction with allyl compounds; Michael addition with primary and secondary amines; and other addition reactions with cyanates, isocyanates, azomethines and epoxies [2]. Although BMI has a brittle nature that limits their applications, the versatile reaction capability of maleimides provides the great possibilities to modify BMIs with reactive components such as reactive diluents, additives, comonomers and viscosity modifiers so that the BMI systems with desired properties can be developed.

2.7.2 Backbone Modifications of BMIs

Bismaleimide / Allyl Phenyl (Allyl Phenol) Copolymers

The rigid aromatic units tightly held by the short methylene linkages make the BMI matrix brittle. Therefore, a suitable reactive comonomer that can extend the chain of BMI will improve processability and toughness of BMIs. Allyl phenyl and allyl phenol compounds have been proved to be the good comonomers for BMI resins [22].

The mechanism of the reaction between allyl compounds with BMI has been studied in detail. The reaction between the two components proceeds via the Ene reaction at relatively low temperature at first. The unsaturated Ene adduct intermediate
can easily undergoes a further Diels-Alder type reaction with excess BMI to give the bis- and tris adducts. The intermediate step (Diels-Alder) is sometimes referred to as Wagner–Jauregg reaction too [75]. The total reaction sequence is also referred to as Alder-ene reaction. At very high temperatures, a retro-Diels-Alder reaction is also suggested [22]. The resulting copolymer network is much tougher than the BMI homopolymer. The molar ratios of allyl comonomer to BMI can be varied. Theoretically, a molar ratio 1:3 (allyl:maleimide) gives a maximum cross linking and enhanced thermal stability, but this could lead to brittle matrices. To add more allyl function in the system ensures the Ene structure-dominated, tough matrix with good flexural properties, but with reduced $T_g$ and thermal capability [2]. In most of the commercial cases, a compromise of various properties is achieved at an allyl/BMI ratio of 1:2.

![Chemical structure of BMPM/DABPA system.](image)

**Figure 20** Chemical structure of BMPM/DABPA system.
O,o’-diallylbisphenol-A (DABPA) and COMPIMIDE TM 121 are the most widely used allyl phenol and allyl phenyl comonomers for BMI resins. DABPA/BMPM (4,4’-bismaleimidodiphenyl methane) based BMI system (Figure 20) is one of the leading matrix resins for carbon fiber composite for advanced aerospace applications. With certain formulation and catalysts, these resin systems can give a high $T_g$ (~315 °C) matrix [76]. Also, DABPA/BMPM based composites exhibit better heat and moisture resistance, which are desirable for cryogenic structures in aerospace applications. Therefore, one of the studied high temperature polymers in this dissertation will be DABPA/BMPM based matrix.

*Bismaleimide / Diels-Alder Copolymers*

BMI is a dienophile compound, which can react with a diene to form a ring-containing compound via Diels-Alder reaction. There are many dienes such as furanes [77], isobenzofuranes [78], cyclohexadienes [79], cyclopentadienones [79, 80] and pyrrones [81]. It was found that a prepolymer with maleimide ends can be formed if BMI and the bisdiene react nonstoichiometrically with BMI in excess, which can be crosslinked to obtain a heat resistant network [2].

*Bismaleimide / Michael-Addition Copolymers*

BMI can react with bis-nucleophilic species to form the crosslinking structure via Michael-Addition reaction. Dithiols and diamines are the favored bis-nucleophilic because they have high basicity [82-86]. One of the most important developments to thermosetting polyimides is the nonstoichiometric Michael-Addition reaction between BMI and aromatic diamine [2]. A typical adduct structure of prepolymer from BMPM
and 4,4’-diamino diphenyl methane is shown in Figure 21. The fracture and $T_g$ were reported as the function of diamine content [2].

![Chemical structure of BMPM / 4,4'-diamino diphenyl methane adduct.](image)

**Figure 21** Chemical structure of BMPM / 4,4’-diamino diphenyl methane adduct.

**Bismaleimide / Epoxy Copolymers**

There are many efforts have been made to blend epoxy and BMI resins to achieve both high temperature performance and processing ease [87-89]. Introduction of epoxy backbone between the maleimide ends could improve the toughness of BMIs and have less sacrifice in thermo-oxidative stability. For example, Liu et al. prepared BMI with epoxy backbone linkages and various bridging groups through reacting 4-(N-maleimidophenyl)glycidylether with biphenol and silandiol compounds [89]. The BMIs with epoxy and silicon linkages or phosphorus groups exhibited good organosolubility, low melting points, and excellent processability. The cured polymers were found having high glass transition temperatures above 210°C and good thermal stability over 350°C [89].
**Bismaleimide / Cyanate Copolymers**

Copolymers of aromatic cyanate esters and bismaleimide have been realized to derive systems bearing good physicochemical attributes of the two components, i.e. the thermal characteristics of bismaleimide and the toughness of polycyanurates. Depending on the composition of the blend (generally from 10–60 wt% BMI), a variety of materials can be produced with melting points ranging from 70 to 110°C and \( T_g \) values around 230–290°C [90]. However, there is no report on detailed reaction mechanism of the copolymerization of maleimides with cyanate. Lin, et al. studied the cure reactions of BMPM with aromatic dicyanate esters and found the formation of pyrimidine and/or pyridine structures [91].

2.7.3 Cure Mechanism of BMPM/DABPA Bismaleimides

Most common BMIs, including those supplied by Cytec, Hexel, and others, contain 4,4′-bismaleimido diphenyl methane as one major component and an aromatic diamine, a diallyl alcohol, or another bismaleimide as the co-component. Cure reactions of BMI resins vary with different functional groups of such co-components. The major proposed reactions are: (i) Michael additions between maleimide and nucleophile groups such as amines and thiols; (ii) Ene or Diels-Alder reactions between maleimide and allyl, propenyl, cyanate or cyclobutene groups; (iii) Homopolymerization or copolymerization via active C=C double bonds of maleimide and allyl, propenyl or vinyl groups.

As mentioned in 2.7.2, DABPA (2,2’-diallylbisphenol A) is most commonly used as allyl co-component of BMI. DABPA/BMPM (4,4′-bismaleimidodiphenyl methane) based BMI system is one of the leading matrix resins for carbon fiber
composite for advanced aerospace applications. The thermal cure mechanisms of BMI/DABPA system have already been studied by DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimeter), FT-IR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry), Fluorescence, UV-Reflection Spectrometry and Fiber Optic Near-Infrared Spectrometry [92-96]. Morgan et al. concluded the cure reactions of the BMPM/DABPA BMI resin system as a function of temperature-time cure conditions:

1) In the 100-200°C range, the BMPM and DABPA monomers react via Ene reaction to form Ene adduct (Figure 22). The Ene adduct is pentafucntional as a result of three carbon-carbon double bonds, capable of chain extension and crosslinking. In addition, two hydroxyl groups undergo etherification by hydroxyl dehydration.

![Chemical structure of BMPM/DABPA Ene adduct.](image)

**Figure 22** Chemical structure of BMPM/DABPA Ene adduct.
Figure 23  Thermal cure reactions involved in BMPM/DABPA BMI system.
2) The principal cure reactions occur in the 200-300°C range via the carbon-carbon double bonds together with etherification occurring above 240°C.

3) Cure was incomplete due to glassy-state diffusion restrictions at 250°C and further cure at 300°C for 1 or 2h produced a constant T_g near 350°C.

The related formulas of reactions are listed in Figure 23.

### 2.8 Electron Beam Cure Technique for Space Applications

#### 2.8.1 Introduction of Radiation Chemistry

Radiation chemistry is concerned with the interaction of energetic charges particles (electrons, protons, alpha and other heavy particles) and high energy photos (x-rays and γ rays) with matter. There interactions result in ionization (along with some excitation) of the medium. Visible or ultraviolet photons interact with matter by predominantly producing excited states (even though ionization can also be produced if there is enough energy in the photons). Therefore, charged particles, x-rays, and γ rays are called “ionizing radiations”; visible and ultraviolet photons are called “nonionizing radiations” [97]. The radiation sources can also be classified into “non-particulate radiation” including microwave, infrared, light energies, x-rays, and γ rays; and “particulate radiation” including α particles, β particles, high energy electrons, protons, deuterons, neutrons etc.

Absorption of high-energy radiation by polymers produces excitation and ionization and these excited and ionized species are the initial chemical reactants. There are two major categories for irradiation on polymer materials. One is to modify the
existing polymers either by chain scission or by crosslinking. Another is for radiation initiation of ionic or radical polymerization. Crosslinking is the intermolecular bond formation of polymer chains. The degree of crosslinking is proportional to the radiation dose. The polymerization and crosslinking reactions of reactive monomers, oligomers, or polymers can be initiated by radiation (Figure 24).

**Figure 24** Scheme of radiation initiated crosslinking.

Although the mechanism of crosslinking by radiation has been studied since its initial discovery, there is still no widespread agreement on its exact nature. Generally, the mechanism of radiation initiated crosslinking involves the cleavage of a C-H bond on one polymer chain to form a hydrogen atom, followed by abstraction of a second
hydrogen atom from a neighboring chain to produce molecular hydrogen. Then the two adjacent polymeric radicals combine to form a crosslink [98]. The molecular weight of the polymer steadily increases with radiation dose, leading to branched chains, until a three-dimensional polymer network is formed when each polymer chain is linked to another chain. Often these reactions can also be obtained with thermal or chemical initiation. However, radiation process has some unique advantages over those thermal and chemical processes.

Radiation processes have many advantages over other conventional methods. In initiation processes, no catalyst or additives are required to initiate the reaction so that the purity of the processed products can be maintained. Chemical initiation is limited by the concentration and purity of the initiators. In radiation processing, the dose rate of the radiation can be varied widely and thus the reaction can be better controlled. Chemical initiation often brings about problems arising from local overheating of the initiator. But in the radiation-induced process, the formation of free radical sites on the polymer is not dependent on temperature but is only dependent on the absorption of the penetrating high-energy radiation by the polymer matrix. However, nuclear radiation energy is expensive though very efficient in bringing about chemical reactions. The unit cost of installed radiation energy is much higher than that of conventional heat or electrical energy.

2.8.2 Radiation Sources for Curing of Polymer Composites

The most commonly used radiation sources for polymerization and crosslinking reactions are cobalt-60, low and high energy electron accelerators, light energy
(ultraviolet-visible), infrared source of energy, and plasma or glow-discharge energy sources (microwave- or radio-frequency range).

The radioactive isotopes cobalt-60 and cesium-137 are the main sources of gamma radiation with deep penetration. Gamma-ray radiation has been used in curing of epoxy based polymer composites [11, 99]. Nho et al. [11] compared the effect of an Electron beam and Gamma-ray radiation on the curing of epoxy resins diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-F(DGEBF) and found the gel fraction of DGEBF irradiated by Gamma-ray was higher than that of the epoxy irradiated by E-beam at the same dosage. However, being a "live" source, gamma ray is inherently dangerous and faces severe liability problems.

Electron irradiation is normally obtained from electron accelerators to give beams with energies in the MeV range. The corresponding penetration depths are in the mm range. Lower energy x-radiation is produced by electron bombard of suitable metal targets with electron beams or in a synchrotron. E-beam and x-ray irradiation are the mainly used sources for radiation curing of thermosetting polymer composites [4-14], which will be summarized in the next section.

Classical sources for ultraviolet radiation include mercury and xenon arc lamps, which have the advantage of road band excitation for spectroscopic studies, but suffer from the corresponding broad monochromator controlled bandwidth. UV radiation is widely used for fast curing of polymer coatings, adhesives and thin films [100, 101], but its penetration is not deep enough for curing of structural composites. Infrared radiation
can also be used for curing of polymer coatings and thin films by heating effect. It will depend on the thermal conductivity of the system [102].

Plasma radiation sources fall into three categories: thermal plasma produced by gas arcs under atmosphere pressure in the 5,000-50,000 K region; cold plasma produced by glow discharges; and hybrid plasma generated from corona or ozone dischargers. However, the interaction of polymer solid with plasma radiation usually results in very thin (100nm) surface films containing crosslinked structures [103].

Microwaves heating have been investigated as an efficient alternative energy source for polymers and composites processing. Microwave processing offers several advantages over conventional thermal processing method such as fast and volumetric heating, enhancement of fiber/matrix adhesion [104-106].

2.8.3 Characteristics of E-beam Curing of Polymer Composites

The Merits of E-beam Technique

E-beam curing is a non-thermal method that uses high-energy electrons and/or X-rays as ionizing radiation to initiate polymerization and crosslinking reactions at controlled doses. For aerospace applications, the advantages of E-beam curing include:

- E-beam curing is faster than thermal processes. Curing time are minutes (versus hours in an autoclave).
- Curing is done near room temperature, allowing the use of low cost, low temperature tools such as wood, plastic or foam.
- Residual thermal stresses are reduced in low temperature curing.
• Co-boding and co-curing operations with E-beam curable adhesive allow fabrication of large, integrated structure.

• E-beam curable resins have long shelf-lives.

• Capital costs of E-beam curing systems (principally the electron accelerator and concrete radiation shielding) are similar to autoclave costs.

• Large parts are well suited to curing using E-beam Processing and prototype development for E-beam cured aircraft and vehicle structures is currently conducted at a number of industrial and government laboratories [7].

**Characteristics of E-beam Curing**

The interaction of high energy electrons with condensed materials depends on both the kinetic energy of the electrons and the atomic composition of the irradiated materials. There is high level of variability that exists in the properties of E-beam cured systems cured at different facilities and under different cure conditions.

The important characteristics of E-beam facility are its energy and power. The power is proportional to the current for a given energy. Beam power determines the dose rate and the line speed of E-beam curing. Beam energy or accelerating voltage, typically expressed in MeV, controls penetration depth and determines the thickness of the resin that can be cured uniformly.

The penetration depth is the function of beam energy and product density, which is given by Equation (1):
\[ d = \frac{0.4E - 1}{\rho} \]  

(1)

Where \( E \) is the electronic energy in MeV, and \( \rho \) is the average density of the material in g/cm\(^3\). We can estimate that the maximum resin thickness (suppose density is 1.6 g/cm\(^3\)) is 21mm for a 10 MeV E-beam. For greater penetration, the electron beam can be converted into X-rays, which have a penetration capability equivalent to gamma rays from cobalt-60.

Throughput is a function of the power of the E-beam. Theoretically, 1kW will process 3600 kGy kg per hour.

Radiation dose and dose rate are important parameters for controlling the cure extent and cure rate in E-beam systems. The dose is defined as the amount of energy absorbed by the material and is directly related to reaction conversion. It is reported that 100 KGY dosage can cure most composites completely. Dose rate is defined as the energy absorbed by exposed material per unit time, which controls the concentration of initiating species in addition to the time required attaining full cure during irradiation.

The application of E-beam dose to a resin part is a discontinuous process so that it is always expressed as kGy per pass. Several experiments show that the network structures and performances of cured resins vary with different cure schedules (different dose applied per pass) even if the final dose is same. Such differences associated with the cure schedules, in fact, are average dose rate and the temperature attained during polymerization.
The reaction rate always depends on temperature for any chemical reactions. E-beam radiation induces a temperature rise in all materials due to energy absorption:

$$\Delta T = \frac{D}{C_p}$$  

(2)

Where D is dosage and $C_p$ is specific heat coefficient of the materials. Thus, to investigate such temperature rise during radiation process and its effect on structure and properties of the products are critical for the program.

2.8.4 Development of E-beam Curable Polymer Matrices for Aerospace Applications

Work on E-beam curing of thermoset composites has been studied since 1970s. The principal resin systems that have been widely studied as E-beam curable resins are free radical polymerized acrylated epoxides [107] and $I^+\text{SbF}_6^-$ catalyzed Diglycidylether of Bisphenol A Epoxide (DGEBA) cationic polymerized resin [109, 110]. The mechanism of E-beam radiation polymerization of Epoxy is shown in Figure 25. It was found that initiator affects the effectiveness of E-beam curing polymerization. Generally, the cure effectiveness decreases in the order:

$$\text{SbF}_6^- > \text{AsF}_6^- > \text{PF}_6^- > \text{BF}_6^-$$

The $I^+\text{SbF}_6^-$ cationic catalyzed DGEBA epoxides resin-carbon fiber composites are the materials that have been studied by Air Force and NASA for their space applications. The studies on the E-beam curing of $I^+\text{SbF}_6^-$ - DGEBA resins and their carbon fiber composites have involved the effects of E-beam dose rate characteristics and $I^+\text{SbF}_6^-$ catalyst concentrations upon the resins $T_g$’s [108, 109] and the composite
fiber matrix interface characteristics [110, 111]. However, epoxy based composites have drawbacks associated with a limited use temperature (relatively low $T_g$), moisture absorption and corresponding plasticization, and often a brittle mechanical response, especially after exposure to the synergistic exposure conditions. Thus, E-beam curable high performance polymer matrices need to be developed.

![Diagram](image_url)  

**Figure 25** The mechanism of E-beam radiation polymerization of epoxy resins.

There are few reports on E-beam cure of imide oligomers or BMI probably due to their high melting point. E-Beam curing was found to be insufficient to cure BMI resin [15]. The addition of reactive diluents into the BMI resin system was proven to be feasible to increase the reactivity of BMI during E-beam curing. Reactive vinyl diluents, such as NVP, styrene, allylphenol, vinyl ethers, acrylonitriles, acrylates and methylacrylates, are widely used to assist BMI curing reactions [112-114]. Marie-
Florence et al. [15] made a successful attempt at using N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP) as a diluent for E-beam curing of BMI resins. It has been reported that the percentages of residual maleimide functions in BMI/NVP systems are less than 10% and the T_g of the related products are around 240°C after 400 kGy E-beam dosage E-beam at 50 kGy per pass [15]. Wang et al. used N,N-dimethyl acrylamide (DMAA) as a reactive diluent for BMI oligomer from 4, 4’-bis(maleimido)diphenyl methane and methylenedianiline [115]. The solution with a solid content up to 50-70% was irradiated by Cobolt-60 with the dose from 20 to 350 kGy at room temperature. The T_g before and after postcuring was around 100°C and 150-180°C, respectively. Styrene was used along with DMAA to decrease the water absorption for the copolymers [115].

However, fundamental chemical and physical changes of BMI resins during E-beam cure are poorly understood (gelation, vitrification, reaction mechanisms, kinetic analysis, processing-property relationships). In addition, it has always been found that the E-beam curing will increase the sample’s temperature. Since the temperature factor plays a critical role in the cure rate and cure mechanisms, processing and the performance of final products, the studies of related temperature rise during E-beam curing are important. Unfortunately, there is no report on the temperature-time characteristic of E-beam curing of BMI systems.

NASA and Air Force have also been investigating the E-beam curing for polyimides [16, 32]. The idea is still to add reactive diluents or flexible components to reduce the viscosity of imide oligomers. Hay et al. synthesized a phenylethynyl terminated polydimethylsiloxane (PET-PDMS) [32], which is a viscous liquid at room
temperature due to the introduction of flexible polysiloxane backbone in the structure. It allows E-beam cure of the end-group without restricted mobility of the polymer chains. 73% of ethynyl bonds were consumed after 2 hours 25 keV E-beam curing. But the curing was performed on a thin film [32]. Hoyt also synthesized E-beam curable polyimide-siloxane oligomers. The oligomer has a $T_g$ of 240-250°C after being radiated at a total dose of 150 kGy [16].

A number of modeling approaches have been conducted in the area of the thermal cure processes of polymeric composite materials where the cure temperature is directly controlled by the oven temperature and heat transfer at the sample boundary [116]. Only a few studies have addressed the thermal modeling issue of the E-beam curing process by combining the experimental data and simulations. Boursereau et al. [117] reported their development of the finite element thermal analysis model that takes into account dose rate history, shape and nature of the sample, thermal absorption and transfer mechanisms. Moon et al. [118] developed a model that predict E-beam induced cure kinetics, local temperature and as a function of dose and catalyst concentration on $I^+{SbF}_6^{-}$ - DGEBA system. However, no modeling work has been done on E-beam curing of BMI systems.

Hence, if E-beam cured polymer matrix-carbon fiber composites are to confidently achieve their structural application goals for space vehicles, a fundamental standing of the relations between the processing parameters, the resultant physical and chemical structure and the performance of E-beam cured high temperature polymer matrices need to be addressed.
CHAPTER III

STUDY OF E-BEAM CURABLE BISMALEIMIDE RESINS*

3.1 Introduction

The ideal resin system for this research should be E-beam curable, readily available at low cost and has excellent thermal (cryogenic) and mechanical performance so that the resin can meet the requirement for aerospace applications. Meanwhile, thermal cure mechanisms of such system should be well studied. BMI resins have been shown to exhibit great potential in aerospace applications because of their high thermal stability which enables them to bridge the gap between epoxy and high temperature polyimide resins. BMI also has many advantages such as low moisture absorption, low cost, it is nonvolatile, and can be easily processed [2, 3].

Thermal cure reactions of BMI systems [92, 95, 96, 119-121] and related resin modifications [122-128] and structure-property characterization of BMI and BMI composites have already been widely studied [129-136]. However, E-Beam curing is found to be unable to fully cure BMI resin [15]. Although BMI can also be cured via anionic polymerization in presence of catalyst such as DABCO (diazabicyclooctane) and imidazole, the basis of E-beam cure mechanism of BMI in this research is that high energy of electrons transfer to molecular bonds, such as C-H bonds, causing rupture of the bonds with formation of excited carbon atom free radicals and then initiate and

*Part of the data reported in this chapter is reprinted with permission from “Electron Beam Curing of Bismaleimide-Reactive Diluent Resins” by Yuntao Li, Roger J. Morgan, Francisco Tschen, H.-J. Sue and Vince Lopata, 2004, Journal of Applied Polymer Science, 94(6), 2407-2416, Copyright 2004 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
propagate the related free radical reactions. Since ene reaction, homo- and co-
polymerization between C=C bonds can all undergo free radical mechanism favorably, 
allyl compounds are suitable to be selected as the co-component of BMI resin for chain 
extension. The addition of reactive vinyl diluents, such as NVP, styrene, allylphenol, 
viny1 ethers, acrylonitriles, acrylates and methylacrylates, into the BMI resin system can 
increase the reactivity of BMI during E-beam curing.

E-beam radiation absorption will raise the temperature of the samples together 
with the resin cure exotherm. Since the temperature factor plays a critical role in the cure 
rate and cure mechanisms processing and the performance of final products, the studies 
of the corresponding temperature rise during E-beam curing are important. 
Unfortunately, there is no report on the temperature-time characteristic of E-beam curing 
of BMI systems.

In this chapter a basic study on E-beam curing of BMI, BMI/styrene and 
BMI/NVP systems with in-situ temperature monitoring has been investigated in order to 
understand how temperature rises, dosage, diluent concentrations, and catalyst affect E-
beam cure reaction of BMI. This will lead to an understanding of the involved reactions 
and mechanisms, while controlling the optimum processing and performance of final 
products more easily.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Materials

A modified BMI system, CYTEC 5250-4 RTM was utilized. It is a tri-
component resin system comprised of 4,4’-Bismaleimidodiphenylmethane (BMPM),
BMI-1,3-tolyl and o,o’-diallyl bisphenol A (DABPA) with the molar ratio of 6:4:5 (Figure 26). Thus, the overall molar ratio of BMI and DABPA is 2:1. This BMI resin is widely used in aerospace composites because of its superior mechanical and thermal properties [22-24]. It will be simply referred as “BMI” in the following discussion.

**Figure 26** The chemical structures of the components of BMI 5250-4.
N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP) and styrene were chosen as the reactive diluents because they have similar structural units as BMI and because the crosslinked products with good thermal and mechanical properties can be achieved. Both NVP and styrene were distilled for use. BMI/NVP 20/80, 40/60, 50/50 and 60/40 (wt./wt.) and BMI/styrene 50/50 (wt./wt.) solutions were prepared for E-beam curing.

To investigate the effect of catalyst on E-beam curing of BMI systems, dicumyl peroxide was used as a free radical initiator. After mixing and degassing, the samples of BMI, BMI/NVP and BMI/styrene with or without initiator were drawn into 1ml polypropylene syringes for low intensity E-beam exposures, with the intensity less than 20 kGy per pass. BMI resin was preheated at 75°C in an oven until molten to be drawn into the syringes. For high intensity E-beam exposure with 400 kGy dosage at 40 kGy per pass, samples were stored in small glass vials with the diameter of 3 mm instead for E-beam curing because the plastic syringe will be melted due to high temperature rise from high intensity E-beam radiation.

N-vinylpyrrolidone, styrene, and dicumyl peroxide were obtained from Aldrich. N-vinylpyrrolidone and styrene were distilled before use.

3.2.2 E-beam Curing

E-beam curing of samples was carried out by a 10 MeV accelerator rated at 4 kW by Acsion Inc. The electron beam was scanned vertical over the samples. All the samples were lined up so that the samples would receive the dose in the same manner. The samples were passed across the vertical sweeping beam in the horizontal direction (Figure 27, (a)).
As shown in Figure 27, (b), the samples were filled in 1 ml plastic syringes or small glass vials and placed on a polymer composite panel with a thickness of 3.175
mm. This panel was placed on an aluminum plate that was 6.35 mm thick, which was placed on a conveyor belt. The conveyor belt passed back-and-forth under the electron beam with certain speed to deliver the required total dose.

The thermocouples were placed about 3.175 mm into the resin in order to monitor the temperature of samples during exposure. A fully cured epoxy sample provided by Acsion Inc. was used as a reference during temperature monitoring to determine if the temperature rise is from exothermal chemical reactions or beam energy absorption only.

The dependence of reaction conversion on accumulated exposure dosage was investigated under the E-beam radiation at 10 kGy per pass. All of the samples were treated at the same time. Then, one of samples was removed after the first pass. The rest of the samples were subsequently treated by E-beam, and then, one of the samples was removed after each pass. The samples were treated and then removed one by one in this manner, producing samples with different dosage exposures.

3.2.3 Characterizations

The temperature profiles of BMI, BMI/styrene and BMI/NVP systems during E-beam curing were monitored in a range of experiment sets. To investigate the corresponding temperature rise on each radiation dose and reaction progress, the samples were cooled down to room temperature by applying a fan after each dose of E-beam exposure. In other experiments, the temperature profiles were obtained without a need to use a fan.
The glass transition temperatures, \( T_g \), of the cured samples was measured by a Perkin Elmer DSC Pyris I system. Temperature was scanned from \(-50^\circ C\) to \(350^\circ C\) at \(10^\circ C/\text{min}\).

FT-IR analysis was used to measure the reaction conversion of BMI after E-beam curing. A Nicolet AVATAR 360 spectrometer was used in this study. BMI monomer and the cured samples were ground into the powder and then prepared as KBr pellets. For liquid samples such as NVP and styrene monomers or uncured mixture solutions, a drop of sample was placed between two KBr windows and then measured. The number of accumulations was set at 64 with a resolution of 2 cm\(^{-1}\).

Degree of crosslinking (gel content) was measured by dissolution tests. A sample of approximately 0.1 g (\(m_1\)) was ground into powder form and then wrapped in a filter paper with known mass (\(m_2\)). The package was placed in a Soxhlet extraction apparatus and extracted by refluxed acetone for 48 hours. The package was then removed and dried in the vacuum oven at \(80^\circ C\) for 16 hours. The mass of the package (\(m_3\)) was then weighed. Degree of crosslinking was measured in terms of the percent of gel content, using the Equation (3):

\[
\text{Gel content} (\%) = \left( \frac{m_3 - m_2}{m_1} \right) \times 100
\]

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 E-beam Curing of BMI Systems

Temperature Profile
Figure 28  Temperature rise of BMI resins vs. number of E-beam exposure passes (a) at 10 kGy per pass; (b) at 20 kGy per pass.
BMI and BMI with 1% wt. dicumyl peroxide were cured by E-beam with various dose conditions. The conditions are: (i) 100 kGy total dose at 10 kGy per pass; (ii) 200 kGy total dose at 20 kGy per pass. Sample’s temperature during the E-beam process was monitored along with the reference by thermocouples. During the experiment, the samples were cooled to room temperature after each dose and then treated by the next dose. The temperature rises of the samples during the exposure are shown in Figure 28.

As shown in Figure 28, the temperature rise of the samples is dependent on applied exposure dosage per pass. The corresponding rise values at 20 kGy per pass radiation are closed to twice those at 10 kGy per pass, which obeys the relation \( \Delta T = D / C_p \), though the responses of BMI resins on different exposure dosage per pass are quite different. The temperature rise of BMI resins is slightly higher than that of fully cured epoxy reference sample, which may be due to the different specific heat of the materials. But they can also be caused from the solid-state reactions initiated by high energy E-beam radiation. The responses of BMI resin and that of BMI with dicumyl peroxide initiator on E-beam radiation are similar in term of temperature rise, indicating that the peroxide may not affect much on E-beam radiation process of BMI resin.

Cure Results of BMI Systems

Comparing the FT-IR spectra of uncured, thermal cured and E-beam cured BMI samples shown in Figure 29, the absorptions around 1150 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\nu_{\text{C-N-C}}\) in maleimide ring), 990 and 910 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\delta_{\text{C=C-H}}\) of allyl group), 825 cm\(^{-1}\)(\(\delta_{\text{C=C}}\) of maleimide double bond) and 690 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\delta_{\text{C=C-H cis}}\)) decrease significantly after thermal cure. On the other hand, a new strong absorption at 1180 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\nu_{\text{C-N-C}}\) in succinimide ring) appears after thermal
cure. Therefore, the reaction conversion of BMI can be given by the consumption of double bonds through the calculation of the decreased intensities of the bands at 1150, 825 and 690 cm⁻¹. Since the absorption of 825 cm⁻¹ is superimposed on a vibration band of the aromatic =C-H out-of-plane deformation, it never disappeared completely from the spectrum after thermal cure. We can assume that the reaction conversion of thermal cured BMI reaches 90% and then compare the intensity of 825 cm⁻¹ absorption of E-beam cured samples with that of thermal cured BMI to obtain the relative reaction conversion. The absorption of benzene rings around 1511 cm⁻¹, inert from the reactions, was used as internal standard.

**Figure 29** FT-IR spectra of BMI systems.
Figure 30  The reaction conversions of BMI cured by various E-beam radiation conditions from FT-IR measurements.

The reaction conversion can be calculated by relative intensity ratio compared between the intensity of the reaction involved peaks and that of internal standard. From the recorded intensity data, the consumption of functional groups, c, can be calculated by Equation (4):

$$c = 1 - \left( \frac{I_t}{I_{1511}} \right) / \left( \frac{I_0}{I_{1511}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $I_0$, $I_t$ are the relative intensities of reaction involved peak at time zero, and after a certain time interval, $t$, of the cure cycle. And then the reaction conversion $\alpha$ can be calculated by Equation (5):
\[ \alpha = \left( \frac{I_t}{I^{1511}} - \frac{I_0}{I^{1511}} \right) / \left( \frac{I_\infty}{I^{1511}} - \frac{I_0}{I^{1511}} \right) \]  

(5)

where \( I_\infty \) is the intensity at time of curing completion, \( t=\infty \). It was assumed that the ultimate conversion (\( t=\infty \)) of reactive groups was reached after a postcuring-step at 220°C for 12h. The quantitative results are shown in Figure 30.

### TABLE 4

**T\(_g\)s and Reaction Conversions of BMI Resins Cured by Various Conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cure condition</th>
<th>( T_g ), °C</th>
<th>Reaction conversion, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>BMI with 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dicumyl peroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>231.6</td>
<td>224.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a: \( T_g \) is obtained from DSC test with the heating rate of 10°C/min  
b: Reaction conversion is obtained from FT-IR calculation. Average value of the reaction conversions of three peaks 690, 825 and 1150 cm\(^{-1}\).  
c: 100% reaction conversion is the case that the peaks are no longer detectable.

From the results of FT-IR, the reaction conversions of the BMI system are low and around 5-15% after E-beam treatment. The reaction conversions are increased with
the increase of the total dosage and applied dosage per pass as shown in Figure 30. DSC results showed that all the T_g’s of the treated BMI samples are around 10-20°C, which are very close to T_g of uncured BMI at 10°C (Table 4). There are five cure conditions listed in Table 4: (1) Without curing; (2) E-beam curing with 100 kGy dosage at 10 kGy per pass; (3) E-beam curing with 100 kGy dosage at 20 kGy per pass; (4) E-beam curing with 200 kGy dosage at 20 kGy per pass; and (5) E-beam curing with 200 kGy dosage at 20 kGy per pass, followed by postcure at 220°C for 12 hours. Since 5250-4 RTM BMI resin cannot flow below 70°C, together with the cure temperature data (as shown in Figure 28) from E-beam curing which shows that the temperature of BMI didn’t exceed 40°C during the E-beam exposure, the BMI resin will remain in the solid state during E-beam exposure at 10 or 20 kGy per pass. Therefore, even if free radicals are generated by E-beam exposure at low temperatures, chain propagation is very difficult to occur. As a result, temperature rise of BMI samples under relatively low E-beam intensity radiation remains low and is mostly generated from beam energy absorption. However, the change of samples T_g’s and the consumption of active double bonds indicate that the solid state polymerization of BMI does happen under the E-beam radiation, though the extent is very low.

3.3.2 E-beam Curing of BMI/NVP Systems

Temperature Profile

As shown in Figure 31, the temperature rise of BMI/NVP 50/50 samples is also dependent on applied dosage per pass. However, the temperature rise, ΔT, during each pass is quite different during the whole cure processing.
Figure 31  Temperature rise of BMI/NVP vs. number of E-beam exposure passes (a) at 10 kGy per pass; (b) at 20 kGy per pass.
For the BMI resin, the temperature rise during each pass did not change significantly (within 1-2°C). However, for BMI/NVP systems, temperature rises of the samples during the first two passes were much higher than those during the rest of the passes. The temperature rises of the sample after the first pass are twice more than those after four passes (~19°C vs. 8°C at 10 kGy per pass and ~30°C vs 14°C at 20 kGy per pass). Temperature rise during E-beam radiation comes from both beam energy absorption and free radical induced exothermal cure reactions. The trend of temperature changes of BMI/NVP systems is due to the change of reaction rate during the E-beam radiation process. The cure reactions are slowed after the first two passes, as the concentration of unreacted species decreases. The reaction rate is the highest during the first radiation pass and then went smoothly thereafter. The diffusion control mechanism plays a role as the rising T_g reaches the cure temperature, which means the mobility of free radicals and molecular chains decreases due to the increase of viscosity of the systems so that the cure reactions take place more difficultly. Therefore, E-beam induced dissociation of the double bonds of NVP containing BMI took place easily than BMI itself. Meanwhile, material specific heat C_p will increase during the cure reactions, which also reduces the extent of temperature rise. In addition, it is found that the temperature rise of BMI/NVP with peroxide is similar to that of BMI/NVP system. The cure reactions need to be monitored in detail. The extent of cure reactions as monitored by FT-IR measurements substantiates the above explanations.
**Cure Results of BMI/NVP Systems**

![FT-IR spectra of BMI/NVP 50/50 systems.](image)

**Figure 32** FT-IR spectra of BMI/NVP 50/50 systems.

Comparing the FT-IR spectra of uncured and thermal cured BMI/NVP 50/50 samples shown in Figure 32, the absorptions around 1330 cm\(^{-1}\) (in plane CH deformation vibrations of NVP vinyl group) together with 1150 cm\(^{-1}\), 990 cm\(^{-1}\), 825 cm\(^{-1}\) and 690 cm\(^{-1}\) decreases significantly after thermal cure. Meanwhile, 1180 cm\(^{-1}\) appears after thermal cure which is attributed to the structure of succinimide ring. The band of 990 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to the double bonds of both BMI and NVP so that it can be used to calculate the total consumption of allyl groups in the BMI/NVP system. The band of 1330 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to NVP only and the bands of 825 cm\(^{-1}\) and 690 cm\(^{-1}\) are attributed to BMI only so that the consumption of BMI and NVP can also be obtained.
separately. The peak at 1511 cm\(^{-1}\) was used as an internal standard. From the quantitative data shown in Figure 33, the conversion results of BMI/NVP are similar to those of BMI/styrene. Above 50\% reaction conversion can be achieved after 200 kGy dosage.

![Graph showing reaction conversions of BMI/NVP 50/50 cured by various E-beam radiation conditions from FT-IR measurements.](image)

**Figure 33** The reaction conversions of BMI/NVP 50/50 cured by various E-beam radiation conditions from FT-IR measurements.

The T\(_g\)s and reaction conversions of BMI/NVP 50/50 systems cured at various conditions are listed in Table 5. There are five cure conditions: (1) Without curing; (2) E-beam curing with 100 kGy dosage at 10 kGy per pass; (3) E-beam curing with 100 kGy dosage at 20 kGy per pass; (4) E-beam curing with 200 kGy dosage at 20 kGy per
pass; and (5) E-beam curing with 200 kGy dosage at 20 kGy per pass, followed by postcure at 220°C for 12 hours. A total 200 kGy E-beam radiation with 20 kGy per pass can give BMI/NVP 50/50 system above 50% reaction conversion with the $T_g$ above 170°C. However, the $T_g$ and reaction conversion of BMI/NVP with peroxide system are similar to those of BMI/NVP without any catalyst. Unlike the cationic catalysts for E-beam curing reaction of epoxy system, which have significant effect on cationic polymerization, free radical initiators do not play an important role in this E-beam initiated free radical polymerization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cure condition</th>
<th>$T_g^{a},^\circ\text{C}$</th>
<th>Reaction conversion $^{b,c},%$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BMI/NVP</td>
<td>BMI/NVP with 1% dicumyl peroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>148.3</td>
<td>150.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>169.4</td>
<td>168.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>174.6</td>
<td>175.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>206.3</td>
<td>200.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a: $T_g$ is obtained from DSC test with the heating rate of 10°C/min
b: Reaction conversion is obtained from FT-IR calculation. Average value of the reaction conversions of four peaks 690, 825, 990 and 1330 cm$^{-1}$.
c: 100% reaction conversion is the case that the peaks are no longer detectable.
Figure 34  Temperature rise of BMI/styrene vs. number of E-beam exposure passes (a) at 10 kGy per pass; (b) at 20 kGy per pass.
3.3.3 E-beam Curing of BMI/styrene Systems

Temperature Profile

The temperature profile of BMI/styrene 50/50 was obtained by the same ways as that of BMI and BMI/NVP systems. As shown in Figure 34, the temperature rise of BMI/styrene 50/50 samples is also dependent on applied dosage per pass. In addition, temperature rises of the samples during the first two passes were higher than those during the rest of the passes, which was also taken place in the case of BMI/NVP system. However, the data of temperature rise of BMI/styrene system is much scatter than that of BMI and BMI/NVP samples, which is due to phase separation of BMI/styrene curing the E-beam cure process. Both E-beam cured and thermal cured BMI/styrene 50/50 samples showed yellow shell and white core appearance, which is due to high vapor pressure of styrene and unfavorable variation of the entropy of mixing [137].

Cure Results of BMI/Styrene Systems

Comparing the FT-IR spectra of uncured and thermal cured BMI/styrene 50/50 samples shown in Figure 35, the absorptions around 1150 cm\(^{-1}\), 990 cm\(^{-1}\), 910 cm\(^{-1}\), 825 cm\(^{-1}\) and 690 cm\(^{-1}\) decrease significantly together with the appearance of 1180 cm\(^{-1}\) after thermal cure. Since both BMI and styrene have the IR absorption around 990 cm\(^{-1}\) and 690 cm\(^{-1}\), the total consumption of allyl groups in BMI/styrene system can be calculated from the decreased intensities of these two bands with 1511 cm\(^{-1}\) as an internal standard. The band of 825 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to BMI only so that the reaction conversion of BMI in the system can also be obtained.
Figure 35  FT-IR spectra of BMI/Styrene 50/50 systems.

Figure 36  The reaction conversions of BMI/styrene 50/50 cured by various E-beam radiation conditions from FT-IR measurements
From these quantitative results shown in Figure 36, the reaction conversion of BMI/styrene system reaches above 70% after 200 kGy E-beam radiation. The conversion increases with the increase of applied dosage per pass and total applied dosage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cure condition</th>
<th>Tg a, °C</th>
<th>Reaction conversion b,c, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BMI/ST</td>
<td>BMI/ST with 1% dicumyl peroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>128.7</td>
<td>132.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>149.5</td>
<td>154.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>161.0</td>
<td>163.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>195.0</td>
<td>187.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a: Tg is obtained from DSC test with the heating rate of 10°C/min
b: Reaction conversion is obtained from FT-IR calculation. Average value of the reaction conversions of four peaks 690, 825, and 990 cm⁻¹.
c: 100% reaction conversion is the case that the peaks are no longer detectable.

The Tgs and reaction conversions of BMI/styrene 50/50 systems cured at various conditions are listed in Table 6. There are also five cure conditions used: (1) Without curing; (2) E-beam curing with 100 kGy dosage at 10 kGy per pass; (3) E-beam curing
with 100 kGy dosage at 20 kGy per pass; (4) E-beam curing with 200 kGy dosage at 20 kGy per pass; and (5) E-beam curing with 200 kGy dosage at 20 kGy per pass, followed by postcure at 220ºC for 12 hours. A total 200 kGy E-beam radiation with 20 kGy per pass can give BMI/styrene 50/50 system above 70% reaction conversion with the T\textsubscript{g} above 160ºC. The use of peroxide didn’t affect the reaction much.

3.3.4 The Effect of Reactive Diluent on E-beam Curing of BMI Resins

Obviously, the addition of reactive diluents into BMI resin can improve the reactivity of BMI system significantly. The increases of applied dosage per pass and total applied dosage lead to higher reaction conversion. However, the effects of NVP and styrene on E-beam curing of BMI are quite different. Material properties of NVP and styrene are listed in Table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Molecular weight</th>
<th>Boiling point (ºC/760 mmHg)</th>
<th>Flush point (ºC)</th>
<th>Density (g/cm\textsuperscript{3})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Styrene</td>
<td>\includegraphics[height=1cm]{styrene.png}</td>
<td>104.15</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVP</td>
<td>\includegraphics[height=1cm]{nvp.png}</td>
<td>111.16</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1.040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although the structure, molecular weight, and the boiling point of styrene and NVP are similar, the flush point of styrene is much lower than that of NVP, which is due to styrene’s higher vapor pressure. It makes styrene monomer easier to move toward the surface of BMI/styrene mixture solution, resulting in a serious phase separation during the polymerization (Figure 37). Compared to the density of styrene, the density of NVP is closer to that of cured BMI (1.25 g/cm$^3$), which may also favor to form uniform structure. Therefore, NVP was chosen as the reactive diluent of BMI resin for cure kinetics study; though styrene can give BMI higher cure conversion and better solubility.

Figure 37  The appearance of E-beam treated samples (Treated by 200kGy at 20kGy/pass. From left to right: 1. BMI/NVP 50/50 with 5% peroxide; 2. BMI/Styrene 50/50 without any catalyst; 3. BMI/Styrene 50/50 with 1% peroxide; 4. BMI/Styrene 50/50 with 5% peroxide).
To investigate the effects of diluent concentration on E-beam curing of BMI resins, BMI/NVP systems with different NVP concentrations were irradiated by total 200 kGy of E-beam exposure at 10 kGy per pass, with temperature being monitored. The temperature profiles are shown in Figure 38. Each peak in the plots corresponds with temperature rises during each radiation pass. The higher the concentration of NVP in BMI/NVP system, the higher the sample temperature is found during the E-beam radiation. The higher concentration of reactive diluents in the BMI system, the lower the viscosity and the system is more reactive, which cause higher temperature rise during the
cure reaction. It is also shown that the temperature rise of BMI tends to be close to that of BMI/NVP systems after the temperature of BMI reaches about 95°C, which is consistent with earlier observation from high intensity E-beam exposure. The temperature rises of BMI are similar to those of fully cured reference when the sample temperature is below 70°C and much higher than those of fully cured reference when the sample temperature is above 70°C, which confirm that the viscosity of the BMI resin plays a critical role in E-beam curing of BMI resins.

Figure 39  The dependence of reaction conversion of BMI/NVP systems on concentration of NVP (Dosage applied: 200 kGy at 10 kGy per pass).
Based on FT-IR measurements, the reaction conversions of BMI/NVP system increase almost linearly, with the increase of the concentration of NVP in the system (Figure 39). The degree of crosslinking of BMI/NVP 20/80 reaches to 87 % (Figure 40). The increase of NVP fractions in BMI/NVP system will decrease the viscosity of the BMI resin and activate the curing so that both the reaction conversion and degree of crosslinking are increased significantly. However, the increase of NVP fractions in the system does not increase the reaction conversion of NVP itself as much as that of BMI. It should be noted that NVP alone does not cure readily with E-beam radiation. Even NVP alone we can only get less than 80 % of conversion after E-beam radiation at the...
same dosage condition. Free radical homopolymerization of NVP is well known and it is a readily polymerizable monomer. It would appear that the enhanced cure conversion observed with NVP as a diluent monomer are due to charge transfer complexes formed between NVP and BMI, which means the dilution and activation effects of NVP play the most important role in the interaction between BMI and NVP, and make BMI more reactive upon E-beam radiation.

3.3.5 Cure Kinetics Study of BMI/NVP 50/50 Resins

![Figure 41](image)

**Figure 41** The dependence of reaction conversion of BMI/NVP 50/50 on applied E-beam dosage (10 kGy per pass).

The dependence of the reaction extents of these resin systems on dosage needs further investigation to characterize the diffusion control mechanism and cure kinetics
during E-beam radiation. A cure reaction study of BMI/NVP 50/50 system was investigated at 10 kGy per pass without sample cooling to investigate the effects of total applied E-beam exposure dosage on cure reaction conversion. From the temperature profiles, the maximum temperature recorded during the whole radiation exposure was 70°C. The intensities of the absorption bands around 690 cm\(^{-1}\), 825 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1330 cm\(^{-1}\) from FT-IR were used to calculate the consumption of BMI and NVP after E-beam exposure. Meanwhile, the consumption of allyl groups was calculated from the 990 cm\(^{-1}\) band.

From Figure 41, the trends of those curves obtained from the different IR absorptions are similar, which indicates the calculation of reaction conversion is quite reliable. It can be noted that the increase of total E-beam dosage increases the extents of cure reaction. After the first 20 kGy total dosage radiation, a glass-like product was obtained with the reaction conversion of 35% and the \(T_g\) of 130°C. Subsequently, the reaction rates slowed down and the consumption of double bonds was about 70% after 10 single pass exposure of 10 kGy. Meanwhile, the \(T_g\) of the product increased to 180°C. The dependence of \(T_g\) of BMI/NVP resins on total applied E-beam radiation dosage is shown in Figure 42. It is noticed that the reaction conversions and \(T_g\)s of sample in kinetics study are higher than those of cured BMI/NVP samples in 3.3.2. Since the cooling process was not applied in cure kinetics study, the reactions were carried out at higher temperature than cure reactions in 3.3.2. Therefore, the cure conversions of the final products are higher.
Figure 42  The dependence of $T_g$ of BMI/NVP 50/50 on applied E-beam dosage (10 kGy per pass).

Figure 43  The dependence of degree of crosslinking of BMI/NVP 50/50 on applied E-beam dosage (10 kGy per pass).
The degree of crosslinking results shown in Figure 43 indicates that the sample’s degree of crosslinking reached up to 40% right after the first 20 kGy total dosage radiation and then climbed slowly to 65% finally, which are similar to the results of reaction conversion obtained from FT-IR measurement.

Combined the above results with the observation we made earlier from Figure 31 that the temperature rise during the first two passes were much higher and then becomes stable, we may conclude that the vitrification of BMI/NVP 50/50 system took place during the first two E-beam radiation passes at 10 kGy per pass. After that, the cure reactions continue more slowly in the glassy state, as polymerization in the glassy state is diffusion controlled. However, compared to the BMI resin, a much higher solid-state reaction rate of BMI/NVP system can be achieved under E-beam radiation for similar radiation conditions. NVP increases the activity of BMI significantly due to charge transfer effects. Charge transfer complexes formed between NVP and BMI lower the energy required to cure the systems so that the cure rates and conversions are increased. It has been reported that cyclic amides form charge transfer complexes which enhance photochemical and free radical polymerization of maleic anhydride and methyl methacrylate [138].

The effect of dicumyl peroxide initiator on E-beam curing of BMI/NVP was investigated under same dosage exposures. And, the extents of reaction conversions of BMI/NVP 50/50 with those of BMI/NVP 50/50 with 1% dicumyl peroxide (Figure 44) were compared. The reaction conversions generally increase with the increase of applied E-beam radiation dosage, which is similar to BMI/NVP 50/50 system without peroxide.
However, higher reaction conversion of BMI/NVP is observed at the beginning of E-beam exposure in the presence of the initiator. And finally, the consumption of allyl groups in both systems tends to be very close. We can conclude that the initiator can increase the reaction rate at the beginning of E-beam curing of BMI/NVP system when the viscosity of the materials was still relatively low. After the cure reaction reached a certain level and the vitrification took place, initiators did not affect the glassy-state reaction rate much and neither affects the cure conversion to the final products.

![Graph showing the dependence of reaction conversion of BMI/NVP 50/50 with 1% dicumyl peroxide on applied E-beam dosage (10 kGy per pass).](image)

**Figure 44** The dependence of reaction conversion of BMI/NVP 50/50 with 1% dicumyl peroxide on applied E-beam dosage (10 kGy per pass).

Photocalorimetry and real time infrared spectroscopy [139-142] have been used for several years to study the complex kinetics governing cross-linking
photopolymerization. The analysis and interpretation of the primary data with advanced kinetic models result in a better understanding of the mechanisms that control the overall behavior. These *in-situ* methods, however, have not been successfully used in high energy E-beam radiation due to many technical difficulties such as electromagnetic noise interference of electrical-based sensor signal, radiation heating of sensors, and darkening of glass in fiber-optic-based sensors. In this dissertation, the cure kinetics study does not produce real-time information. All the spectroscopic studies were carried out after the E-beam curing, which can not give the real structure and concentration of reaction intermediates.

The cure process is often represented analytically through existing models such as nth order and autocatalytic models. The general kinetics equations for these models are presented by Equation (6) and (7):

\[
\frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial t} = k(1-\alpha)^n \tag{6}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial t} = (k_1 + k_2\alpha^m)(1-\alpha)^n \tag{7}
\]

where \(\alpha\) is the degree of cure, \(k\) is Arrhenius equation constant, \(m\) and \(n\) are reaction orders.

There are two characteristics for an \(n^{th}\) order type cure mechanism: the relationship between \(\ln (d\alpha/dt)\) and \(\ln (1-\alpha)\) should be linear and the maximum cure rate \((d\alpha/dt)\) should be reached at \(\alpha = 0\). In an autocatalytic model, the products act as catalysts for further reaction and the reaction rate is thus affected by the amount of the
products as well. From the reaction conversion data in this research, the relationship between \( \ln \left( \frac{d\alpha}{dt} \right) \) and \( \ln (1-\alpha) \) is linear and the maximum cure rate \( (d\alpha/dt) \) was reached at the beginning of the cure, which matches the characteristics of \( n^{\text{th}} \) order reaction kinetics. However, the simulation based on \( n^{\text{th}} \) order kinetics failed due to serious deviation, which implies that E-beam cured reactions of BMI resin may not follow the simple \( n^{\text{th}} \) order.

Defoort et al. [143] predicted numerically the time dependence of the temperature gradient in the sample depth on the effects of different dose rate and total heat of reaction for continuous E-beam radiation on the basis of general heat equation applied to a one-dimensional system. A time dependent phenomenological equation with adjustable parameters based on their experimental work was used to describe the cure kinetics in their one-dimensional model, which appeared more convenient than autocatalytic models:

\[
\alpha = c_1 t + c_2 - \frac{1}{c_3 t + c_4}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where \( t \) is time and \( c_1 \) to \( c_4 \) are adjustable parameters.

Equation (8) is utilized to simulate the cure kinetic data for E-beam curing of BMI/NVP 50/50 system. It is found that this phenomenological equation simulates the kinetic data very well (Figure 45). \( c_1, c_2, c_3 \) and \( c_4 \) are 0.000139, 0.505282, 0.02785, and 1.97943, respectively. Although convenient, this equation shall be limited to the particular condition under which its adjustable parameters are to be determined.
3.3.6 High Intensity E-beam Curing

To investigate the effects of high intensity E-beam radiation on BMI and BMI/NVP cure processes, a total 400 kGy E-beam exposure at 40 kGy per pass, without any sample cooling process, was applied for the curing of BMI and BMI/NVP 50/50 systems. The temperature profiles are shown in Figure 46. Each peak in the curve corresponds to the temperature rise during each radiation dose. The whole process took 20 minutes. We can observe that the high intensity E-beam radiation caused significant temperature rise. The temperature of BMI/NVP 50/50 sample rose to 62°C after the first 40 kGy dosage and 190°C after 10 passes. The temperature of BMI sample even reached
to 230°C after 10 passes. The following reaction types have been proposed to be involved in the thermally cure process of BMPM/DABPA based resin: Ene, Diels-Alder, homopolymerization, copolymerization, re-aromatization and etherification [92]. It is known that these reactions will not take place until the temperature reaches above 100°C [92]. Therefore, thermal cure mechanisms will occur in such a high intensity E-beam radiation process.

As shown earlier, E-beam radiation can initiate the polymerization of BMI/NVP even at low intensity and low temperature. Thus, the initial temperature rise of BMI/NVP was higher than the reference during the E-beam process because of the onset

Figure 46  Temperature data of BMI and BMI/NVP 50/50 during E-beam curing at 40 kGy per pass (total 400 kGy dosage).
of the cure reactions. However, the increases of temperature in BMI were very close to those of the reference sample during the first two doses, but much higher than those after the third dose, which indicate that E-beam curing alone cannot propagate the polymerization of BMI even at 40 kGy per pass until the three passes of 40 kGy radiation (total 120 kGy dosage) was applied. From Figure 46, the temperature of BMI during the third pass of E-beam radiation raise from 77 to 110°C. The original three-component BMI resin can flow above 70°C, and the viscosity of the resin is reduced significantly, which increases the chain mobility and the reactivity of the system. Meanwhile, the “ene” reaction and other thermal curing mechanisms were induced when the temperature of BMI exceeded 100°C. The heats generated from these reactions further increased the temperature of BMI during E-Beam exposure. After 3 passes of exposure (total 120 kGy dosage), the temperatures of BMI were even much higher than those of BMI/NVP because a significant portion of the BMI/NVP cure has already occurred during the initial radiation exposure.

Based on the consumption of 690 and 825 cm\(^{-1}\) infrared bands from FT-IR measurements (Figure 47), the reaction conversions of BMI and BMI with 1 % dicumyl peroxide reach up to 80% after 400 kGy E-beam exposure at 40 kGy per pass and the \(T_g\) of the product is 215°C. Obviously, the high intensity E-beam process increases the cure conversion significantly. However, the consequent fast temperature rise needs to be considered carefully because thermal stresses and induced shrinkage stresses could affect the final resin properties and diminish the advantages of E-beam curing.
Figure 47  The reaction conversions of BMI systems after high intensity E-beam radiation (Dosage applied: 400 kGy at 40 kGy per pass).

Figure 48  The reaction conversions of BMI/NVP systems after high intensity E-beam radiation (Dosage applied: 400 kGy at 40 kGy per pass)
Figure 48 shows the reaction conversions of BMI/NVP 50/50 and BMI/NVP 50/50 with 1% dicumyl peroxide systems after 400 kGy of E-beam exposure at 40 kGy per pass. It is shown that the conversion of BMI in the BMI/NVP system is above 80%, but the consumption of NVP and total allyl groups are only about 62% and 67%, respectively. The $T_g$ of the final product is 200°C. The above reaction conversions and $T_g$ of BMI/NVP products are close to those reported by Marie-Florence et al. [15], who cured the modified BMI/NVP resin by 400 kGy at 50 kGy per step. Also, the conversion results support our earlier conclusion that initiators do not affect the cure conversion of the final products. We note that the effect of higher intensity E-beam radiation on the BMI system is much more significant than that on BMI/NVP system, which indicates that thermal cure is the dominant process in the BMI system during high intensity E-beam exposure. However, for BMI/NVP system, E-beam induced cure rather than thermal cure is dominant, which makes low intensity E-beam curing at low temperature possible.

3.4 Conclusions

According to the results of reaction conversion of BMI cured by different total E-beam radiation dosages at 10, 20 and 40 kGy per pass, E-beam exposure cannot propagate the polymerization of BMI system until the temperature goes up to 100°C. However, solid-state cure reaction of BMI does occur to some extent and a small amount of oligomers may be generated under low E-beam intensity radiation, though the reaction conversion was low. Higher intensity E-beam at 40 kGy per pass can give high
reaction conversion of BMI above 75%. However, the temperature of BMI reached up to 250°C, which induced normal thermal cure mechanism.

NVP is a good reactive diluent for BMI resin. It decreases the viscosity of BMI resin so that the reactivity of the system is increased significantly. The cure extents of BMI/NVP increase with the increase of the dosage and applied dosage per pass. The reaction conversion of BMI/NVP is up to 40% after the first two passes of 10 kGy dosage exposure. The reaction rate slows down after that due to diffusion control. According to the results from FT-IR, 200 kGy total dosage E-beam exposure at 10 kGy per pass can give 70% reaction conversion of BMI/NVP with the temperature rise no more than 50°C. The product has a T_g of 180°C. Free radical initiator dicumyl peroxide can accelerate the reaction rate at the beginning of E-beam cure reaction but doesn’t affect final cure conversion very much.

Styrene can also used as a reactive diluent for BMI resin. BMI resin has better solubility in styrene than that in NVP. BMI/Styrene system has higher reaction conversion under E-beam radiation, which is up to 70% after 200 kGy dosage at 10 kGy per pass. However, BMI/Styrene system shows serious phase separation after E-beam curing due to high vapor pressure of styrene.

The effect of higher intensity E-beam radiation on BMI system is much more significant than that on BMI/NVP system, which indicates that thermal cure is the dominant process in BMI system during high intensity E-beam exposure. As to BMI/NVP system, E-beam induced cure rather than the normal thermal cure is dominant, which makes low intensity E-beam curing at low temperature possible. The increase of
the concentration of NVP in the system increases the reaction conversions almost linearly. The dilution and activation effects of NVP play the most important role in the interaction between BMI and NVP and make BMI have a more active response on E-beam radiation.
CHAPTER IV
SYNTHESIS AND CURE CHARACTERIZATION OF PHENYLETHYNYL TERMINATED IMIDE OLIGOMERS

4.1 Introduction

Aromatic polyimides prepared from the phenylethynyl terminated imide monomers or oligomers demonstrate many advantages in both favorable processability and good materials properties, and could provide high-performance composites with broad applications. The advantages of these materials are that (1) no volatiles are formed curing reaction, (2) the phenylethynyl group exhibits greater process control over the ethynyl group due to the larger processing window, and (3) improved thermal and thermo-oxidative stability over ethynyl-terminated imide oligomers. Also, phenylethynyl terminated imide monomer or oligomers can be used for the E-beam curing for polyimides [16, 32].

Several studies on the thermal cure of various ethynyl and phenylethynyl terminated imide monomers or oligomers in an attempt to understand the chemistry of the process have been also reported in recent years. The molecular structure of cured ethynyl-terminated polyimides was investigated by solid state $^{13}$C-NMR. The crosslinking structure of phenylethynyl-terminated imide polymer was also proposed (Figure 49). Although the triple bonds of terminated phenylethynyl groups are expected to react by chain extension, crosslinking, and branching, the cure reaction mechanism is still poorly understood. The expected steric effect of the phenyl-ended functional groups,
relatively low concentration of phenylethynyl groups in the oligomers and insolvibility of the cured products adds to the difficulties in elucidating the cure reaction mechanism.

Figure 49 Reactions of phenylethynyl terminated imide monomers.

Generally speaking, crosslinking of a polymer causes an increase in the $T_g$; at a given temperature, $T_g$ increases with the extent of cure until it reaches an ultimate value. A good estimate of the extent of cure or crosslinking, $x$, can be deduced from $T_g$s by the use of the DiBenedetto equation, which has been modified to investigate the cure reaction of thermosetting polymers.

In this research, AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer and an imide model compound N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] were synthesized and characterized for cure reaction study. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used in determining the cure kinetics of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer by following the increase in $T_g$ as a function of cure. The kinetics analysis of the thermal cure of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl)
phthalimide] was determined by FT-IR spectroscopy by following the absorbance of the phenylethynyl triple bond and conjugated bonds. The aim of this research is to determine the kinetics of the cure reaction of the phenylethynyl-terminated imide monomer or oligomers and to characterize the cure reaction and thermal stabilities of cured products in order to understand the cure mechanism and structure-property relations of phenylethynyl-terminated polyimides.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Materials

2,2’-bis(3,4-dicarboxyphenyl)hexafluoropropane dianhydride (6-FDA), 1,4-diaminobenzene (p-PDA), 4-(phenylethynyl)phthalic anhydride (PEPA) were obtained from Performance Polymer Solutions Inc. N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP), aniline, acetic acid and methanol were obtained from Aldrich. All chemicals were used as received.

4.2.2 Syntheses

AFR-PEPA-4 Oligomer

AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer was synthesized according to Figure 50.

p-PDA (7.034 g, 0.065 mol) was dissolved in 150 ml NMP in a 500 ml, three-neck round-bottom flask equipped with a Teflon stirring bar and a gas adaptor under a nitrogen atmosphere at room temperature. 6FDA (23.117 g, 0.052 mol) was dissolved in 150 ml NMP under a nitrogen atmosphere protection. The solution of 6FDA/NMP was then added in p-PDA/NMP solution three portions over 3h. Once all of the 6FDA
solution was added, stirring continued for 20h at room temperature. PEPA (6.459 g, 0.026 mol) was added as a solid and stirred until completely reacted (4 hours) under nitrogen. The NMP using is 10% solids by weight during the whole synthesis.

![Chemical Reaction Diagram]

Figure 50  Synthesis of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer.
Toluene was then added, and the resulting mixture was then imidized under reflux in 180°C oil bath with the removal of water via azeotropic distillation. The reaction mixtures were finally added into distilled water, filtered, washed in boiling water and then in warm methanol to remove the NMP. This produced very fine yellow powders that were dried under vacuum for 24h at 160°C. The yield was 33.387g (97.5%).

\[ \text{N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide]} \]

The model compound \( \text{N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide]} \) was synthesized according to Figure 51.

![Synthesis of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide].](image)

PEPA (31.029 g, 0.125 mol), aniline (12.200g, 0.131 mol) and 225 ml of acetic acid were placed in a 500 ml, three-necked flask. The mixture was stirred under nitrogen and heated to reflux for 1.5h. A total of 50 ml of water and acetic acid mixture was distilled off during the following 0.5h period. The reaction mixture was cooled and the
yellow crystalline solid was filtered. The product was washed with methanol and dried. The yield was 38.883 g (96.2%).

Polymerization

About 0.2 g oligomers were cured in small glass vials in a preheated furnace. The cure temperature was from 330°C to 410°C and the cure time was from 2 minutes to 8 hours. After cooling, the samples were removed from the vials for characterization.

4.2.3 Characterizations

Element Analysis

Element analyses of the synthesized materials were performed by Robertson Mocrolit Labs. The contents of C, H, N in the samples were determined by using Perkin Elmer 2400 CHN analyzer. The content of F was determined by using Ion Chromatography.

FT-IR

The IR spectra of AFR-PEPA-4, N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] and cured products were measured by using A Nicolet AVATAR 360 spectrometer. The samples were ground into the powder and then prepared as KBr pellets. The number of accumulations was set at 64 with a resolution of 2 cm⁻¹.

NMR

¹H and ¹³C nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) spectroscopy was performed on an Inova-300 operating at 300 MHz. CDCl₃ was used as the solvent.

Mass Spectrometry
Mass Spectrometry was performed on a PE SCIEX QSTAR mass spectrometer with Electrospray Ionization (ESI). Methanol was used as the solvent.

*Melting Points*

Melting points were determined on a capillary melting point apparatus and are uncorrected.

*TGA*

Thermogravimetric analysis was performed on a TGA Q500 thermal analyzer. The heating atmospheres were air or nitrogen. The samples were heated to 800°C. Heating rates are from 2°C/min to 20°C/min.

*DSC*

Differential scanning calorimetry was performed on Perkin Elemer Pyris 7 DSC. Heating rate is 20°C/min.

### 4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Characterization of AFR-PEPA-4 Oligomer

The results for element analysis of synthesized AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer are listed in Table 8. The contents of C, H, F, N in synthesized AFR-PEPA-4 are very close to theoretical value. The temperatures for various weight losses of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer calculated from TGA are listed in Table 9. In nitrogen atmosphere, the temperatures for 1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 20% weight losses of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer are higher than those in air. The oligomer has less than 2% weight loss in both air and N₂ when the temperature is lower than 480°C.
**TABLE 8**
Element Analysis Results of AFR-PEPA-4 Oligomer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer or oligomer</th>
<th>Chemical formula</th>
<th>Molar mass (g/mole)</th>
<th>Composition (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6FDA</td>
<td>C_{19}H_{6}F_{6}O_{6}</td>
<td>444.24</td>
<td>51.37 1.36 25.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-PDA</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{8}N_{2}</td>
<td>108.14</td>
<td>66.64 7.46 25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEPA</td>
<td>C_{10}H_{8}O_{3}</td>
<td>248.23</td>
<td>77.42 3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFR-PEPA-4</td>
<td>C_{138}H_{60}F_{24}N_{10}O_{20}</td>
<td>2634.01</td>
<td>62.93 2.30 17.31 5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFR-PEPA-4 (experimental)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>62.69 2.55 17.17 5.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 9**
TGA Results of AFR-PEPA-4 Oligomer (Heating Rate: 10°C/min)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight loss (%)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>339.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>480.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>524.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>543.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>564.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The FT-IR spectrum of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer is shown in Figure 52. The absorptions around 1726 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1785 cm\(^{-1}\) are attributed to symmetric stretching and asymmetric stretching of imide C=O bond, respectively. 1367 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to imide C-N stretching. 1517 cm\(^{-1}\) is from skeleton of benzene ring. The triple bond C≡C has absorption around 2214 cm\(^{-1}\). Due to the relatively low concentration of phenylethynyl groups in AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer, the intensity of the peak 2214 cm\(^{-1}\) is relatively low.

![FT-IR spectra of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer.](image)

**Figure 52** FT-IR spectra of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer.

A DSC curve of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer is shown in Figure 53. The T\(_g\) of the oligomer is 250\(^\circ\)C, The melting point around 280\(^\circ\)C indicates the presence of crystalline
structure in AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer. The reaction starts at 340°C and reaches to the peak at 410°C. Based on the thermal analysis results, the temperature window for thermal curing of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer can be chosen from 340°C from 410°C to ensure the occurrence of crosslinking reaction without serious thermal degradation.

![DSC curve of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer (Heating rate: 20°C/min).](image)

**Figure 53** DSC curve of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer (Heating rate: 20°C/min).

4.3.2 Cure Characterization of AFR-PEPA-4 Oligomer

*Cure Reactions and Kinetics*

Based on the thermal analysis results, the cure temperatures 350, 370, 390 and 410°C were chosen to study the effect of temperature on cure reactions of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer.
The cure reactions of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer can be monitored by FT-IR. Since the absorption around 2213 cm$^{-1}$ is attributed to $\nu_{\text{C} \equiv \text{C}}$ in ethynyl group, the reaction conversion of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer during the curing can be given by the consumption of C≡C triple bonds through the calculation of the decreased intensities of the bands at 2213 cm$^{-1}$. The absorption of imide C=O stretching around 1726 cm$^{-1}$ and 1785 cm$^{-1}$, inert from the reactions, can be used as internal standard. The reaction conversion can be calculated by relative intensity ratio compared between the intensity of the reaction involved peaks and that of internal standard. The reaction conversion $\alpha$ can be calculated by Equation (9), which is similar to Equation (5):
\[ \alpha = \frac{I_r}{I_{1785}} \left(1 - \frac{I_0}{I_{1785}}\right) \]

The quantitative results are shown in Figure 54. The reaction conversion of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomers increased with the increase of cure time when they were cured at 350\(^\circ\)C in air atmosphere. However, when the cure time is longer than 1h and the reaction conversion is more than 85\%, FT-IR cannot detect the 2213 cm\(^{-1}\) band due to the limited resolution and the relatively low concentration of phenylethynyl groups in AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer. Based on the calculation from residual exothermic reaction \(\Delta H\) in DSC test, the curing is not complete even over 8h cure at 350\(^\circ\)C and the degree of cure is about 90\%.

Assume the initial concentration of phenylethynyl groups in AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer \([A]_0 = 1\), the concentration of phenylethynyl groups at cure time \(t\) \([A]_t = 1 - \alpha_t\). Assume the cure reaction follows \(n^{th}\) order kinetics, the rate equation can be written as:

\[ -\frac{d[A]}{dt} = k[A]^n \]

If \(n=1\), the equation (10) can be integrated as:

\[ \ln[A]_t = \ln[A]_0 - kt \quad \ln[1-\alpha] = -kt \]

where \(\ln[A]_0 = 0\), \([A]_t = 1 - \alpha_t\), \(\alpha_t\) is reaction conversion at cure time \(t\), and \(k\) is rate constant.

A plot \(\ln [1-\alpha_t]\) versus \(t\) for the cure reaction of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer at 350\(^\circ\)C in 1h yields a straight line, which is shown in Figure 55. Therefore, the cure kinetic
obeys first order during the first 1h at 350°C. The kinetic rate constant, k, derived from the slopes of the line, is listed in Table 10.

![Reaction kinetic plot of ln C≡C vs. time for thermal cure of AFR-PEPA-4 at 350°C (calculated from FT-IR).](image)

**Figure 55** Reaction kinetic plot of ln C≡C vs. time for thermal cure of AFR-PEPA-4 at 350°C (calculated from FT-IR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature, °C</th>
<th>Reaction order</th>
<th>Rate constant, min⁻¹</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02967</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The kinetic description of chainwise polymerizations requires a set of rate equations for initiation, inhibition, propagation, termination, and chain transfer steps. The polymerization rate is usually given by the propagation steps because they consume functional groups more frequently than any other involved steps. In most common cases, the free-radical cure reactions of thermosetting polymer follow $n^{th}$ order kinetics in propagation steps. However, a significant decrease in the reaction rate is observed after the system vitrifies, which is due to diffusion restrictions.

![Graph](image.png)

**Figure 56** $T_g$ vs. cure time of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer cured at 350°C in 1h.

The plot of $T_g$ vs. cure time of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer cured at 350°C is shown in Figure 56. The increase of $T_g$ is almost linear in the first 1 hour of curing. After 1h,
the increase of \( T_g \) has a remarkable drop due to diffusion restriction. There are many equations to model the relationships between \( T_g \) and cure extent of thermosetting polymers [137]. The original DiBedetto Equation (12) was modified to calculate the reaction extent \( x \) by determine the \( T_g \) for a highly crosslinked network, as follows [143, 144]:

\[
\frac{T_g - T_{g0}}{T_{g\infty} - T_{g0}} = \frac{\lambda x}{1 - (1 - \lambda)x}
\]

where \( T_{g0} \) and \( T_{g\infty} \) are the glass transition temperature before and after fully cure, respectively. \( T_g \) is the glass transition temperature of the sample after isothermal cure at a cure temperature for specified cure time. \( \lambda \) is the ratio of isobaric heat specified time of the fully cured material, \( \Delta C_{p\infty} \), to that of uncured material, \( \Delta C_{p0} \). The isobaric heat capacities can be determined by DSC.

Even if the selected \( T_{g\infty} \) does not correspond to the theoretically ideal fully cured state, the extent of cure, \( x \) is still valid for kinetic analysis according to the modified DiBenedetto equation [144]. In this case, \( T_{g\infty}, \lambda, \) and \( x \) can be substituted by \( T_{gM}, \lambda', \) and \( x' \) respectively, where \( T_{gM} \) is the \( T_g \) of a network, \( \lambda' \) is the ratio of \( \Delta C_{pM} \) to \( \Delta C_{p0} \), and \( x' \) refers to \( x/x_M \), a relative reaction content.

Based on this modified DiBenedetto equation, the dependence of \( T_g \) on reaction conversion of phynylethynyl C≡C in AFR-PEPA-4 oligomers can be simulated, which is shown in Figure 57, indicating that good agreement between simulated curve and experimental data. The predicted \( T_{g\infty} \) based on the simulation is 437.2°C. In the experiments, the highest \( T_g \) of cured AFR-PEPA-4 was 418°C obtained by thermal
curing of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer at 410°C for 8h. Lincoln obtained the highest T_g of cured AFR-PEPA-4 with 422°C [19]. Therefore, this simulation method is reliable to be utilized to calculate the reaction conversions based on measured T_g.

The dependences of T_g of cured oligomers on cure time at various cure temperatures in air are shown in Figure 57. The T_g of the cured oligomer increases with the increase of cure time and cure temperature. The cure temperature 410°C gave the highest cure reaction rate at the beginning of the curing, at which sample’s T_g went to 381°C with only 5 min curing. The cure reaction rate tends to be stable after the curing reaches certain extent due to the diffusion control. The T_g's of cured oligomers after 8h
curing at 350°C, 370°C, 390°C and 410°C are 371°C, 385°C, 398°C and 418°C, respectively.

Since FT-IR cannot detect the absorption of residue phenylethynyl group in highly crosslinked AFR-PEPA-4 polyimide, the reaction conversion of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer cured at various temperatures can be calculated from the T_g of cured samples by using modified DiBenedetto equation obtained earlier. T_g's as a function of reaction conversion are shown in Figure 58. The reaction conversions vs. cure time of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer cured at various cure temperatures calculated from DSC T_g are shown in Figure 59.

Figure 58  T_g vs. cure time of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer cured at various temperatures.
Figure 59  \( T_g \) as a function of reaction conversion of cured AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer.

**TABLE 11**

Kinetic Analysis of the Thermal Cure of AFR-PEPA-4 by DSC (Below 80% Cure)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature, °C</th>
<th>Rate constant, min(^{-1})</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.0339</td>
<td>0.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350(^a)</td>
<td>0.02967</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>0.06952</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>0.14797</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>0.3893</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\): Analysis by reaction conversion data from FT-IR
A plot of the \( \ln(1-\alpha) \) vs. cure time (Figure 60) for a first-order reaction shows that significant deviation from linearity once the reaction conversion \( \alpha \) exceeds 80%. If the experimental points just below 80% cure are selected, first order kinetics better simulates the kinetic data (Table 11).

![Kinetic plot of \( \ln(1-\alpha) \) vs. time from DSC T_g data.](image)

**Figure 60** Kinetic plot of ln (1-\( \alpha \)) vs. time from DSC T_g data.

The rate constant \( k \) is a function of cure temperature by the Arrhenius equation (13):

\[
k(T) = A \exp\left( -\frac{E_{act}}{RT} \right)
\] (13)
where $A$ is the pre-exponential factor, $R$ is gas constant $8.3145 \text{ J mol}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}$, and $E_{\text{act}}$ is the activation energy. Equation (13) can be written as:

$$\ln k(T) = \ln A - \left( \frac{E_{\text{act}}}{R} \right) \frac{1}{T}$$

(14)

Thus, the activation energy $E_{\text{act}}$ can be obtained by plot $\ln k$ vs. $1/T$ (Figure 61). The analysis results are listed in Table 12.

![Kinetic plots of ln k vs 1/T of the cure reaction of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer for first order (below 80% cure).](image)

**Figure 61**  Kinetic plots of $\ln k$ vs $1/T$ of the cure reaction of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer for first order (below 80% cure).

Sastri et al. [145] studied the cure kinetics of several phenylethynyl substituted benzene compounds by using the dynamic DSC method and found the activation
energies are from 125.2 to 148.6 kJ/mol, which is higher than ethynyl substituted compounds (97.1 kJ/mol). This implies that electro donating effects of a phenyl group may be less important than the steric factors from bulk phenyl groups, and therefore results in decreased reactivity over the ethynyl substituted compounds. Fang et al. [146] investigated the cure kinetics of PETI-5 and found it follows the first or 1.5 order kinetics. The activation energy of PETI-5 was found to be 170.4 kJ/mol [146].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 12</th>
<th>Activation Energy of Thermal Cure Reaction of AFR-PEPA-4 Oligomer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E_{act}, kJ/mol</td>
<td>A, min^{-1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142.6 ± 10.0</td>
<td>2.81×10^{10}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, this reaction order failed to describe the data over the whole range of conversion values for complete cure. The heats of reaction data do not adequately define the reaction for complete cure. The crosslinking occurs through the phenylethynyl addition reaction in the earlier stages of the cure reaction by simple first order kinetics. The continued reactions such as intramolecular and bimolecular double bond addition reactions that form more highly crosslinked polymer need to be investigated.
Thermal Stability of Cured AFR-PEPA-4 Polyimide

Cured AFR-PEPA-4 samples (390°C for 1h) were heated at 100°C under vacuum till weight did not change. They were then heated at rates of 10°C/min under air and N₂ to 800°C in TGA. The temperatures for various weight losses of cured AFR-PEPA-4 calculated from TGA are list in Table 13. In nitrogen atmosphere, the temperatures for 1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 20% weight losses of cured AFR-PEPA-4 polyimide are higher that those in air. The polyimide has less than 2% weight loss in both air and N₂ when the temperature is lower than 510°C.

**TABLE 13**

TGA Results of Cured AFR-PEPA-4 Polyimide (Heating Rate: 10°C/min)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight loss (%)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>496.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>513.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>531.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>548.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>567.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3 Characterization of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide]

The results for element analysis of synthesized model compound N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] are listed in Table 14. The contents of C, H, N in
synthesized N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] are very close to theoretical value. The errors are less than 2%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Theoretical content, %</th>
<th>Measured content, %</th>
<th>Error, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>81.72</td>
<td>81.66</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mass spectrum of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] is shown in Figure 62. The sample’s molecular weight obtained from mass spectrum is 323.096, which is same as the theoretical value.

The $^1$H n.m.r. (CDCl$_3$) spectrum showed peaks at $\delta = 8.06$, 7.90, and 7.53 ppm, which are from protons in the benzene rings. The $^{13}$C n.m.r. (CDCl$_3$) spectrum showed peaks at 166.62, 137.17, 132.20, 131.84, 131.52, 130.33, 129.27, 129.12, 128.52, 126.53, 126.49, 123.72, 122.03, 94.19 and 87.70 ppm. The $^1$H n.m.r. spectrum and $^{13}$C n.m.r. spectrum are shown in Figure 63 and Figure 64, respectively.
The FT-IR spectrum of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] is shown in Figure 65. Similar to the absorptions of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer, the absorptions around 1713 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1780 cm\(^{-1}\) are attributed to symmetric stretching and asymmetric stretching of imide C=O bond, respectively. 1385 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to imide C-N stretching. 1611 cm\(^{-1}\) is from the conjugated bonds. The triple bond C≡C has absorption around 2216 cm\(^{-1}\).

![FT-IR spectrum of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide](image)

**Figure 65** FT-IR spectrum of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide].

The melting point of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] is 210-212°C, which was determined by a capillary melting point apparatus. The DSC curve of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] (Figure 66) also showed a sharp peak for the
melting at 209.8°C with ΔH of 128.4 J/g. As shown in Figure 66, the reaction of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] starts from 320.3°C with the onset and peak reaction temperature of 360.8°C and 396.8°C, respectively. The reaction heat ΔH is 421.9 J/g.

![DSC curve of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide]](image)

**Figure 66** DSC curve of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide].

4.3.4 Cure Kinetics of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide]

Based on the reaction peak in DSC results, the cure temperatures at 330, 350, 370, and 390°C were chosen for thermal cure kinetic study of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide].
Figure 67  The dependence of IR intensity on cure time for thermal curing of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] at 330°C in air (a) phenylethynyl group at 2216 cm⁻¹; (b) conjugate bonds at 1611 cm⁻¹.
The cure reactions of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] can be monitored by FT-IR. Since the absorption around 2216 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to \(\nu_{\text{C≡C}}\) in ethynyl group and the absorption around 1611 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to \(\nu_{\text{C=C}}\) in conjugated bonds, the reaction conversion of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] during the curing can be given by the consumption of C≡C triple bonds and conjugated double bonds through the calculation of the decreased intensities of the bands at 2216 and 1611 cm\(^{-1}\) (Figure 67). From Figure 67, the peak intensities of 2216 and 1611 cm\(^{-1}\) decrease with the increase of cure time. Moreover, the absorption band of phenylethynyl group switches to lower wavenumbers and that of conjugated bonds switches to higher wavenumbers with the increase of cure time. Therefore, the crosslinking through both the phenylethynyl addition reaction and intramolecular or bimolecular double bond addition reactions can be monitored. The absorption of imide C=O stretching around 1713 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1780 cm\(^{-1}\), inert from the reactions, can be used as internal standard. The reaction conversion can be calculated by Equation (9).

The quantitative results are shown in Figure 68. The reaction conversion of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] increased with the increase of cure time and cure temperature. However, the consumption of phenylethynyl C≡C triple bonds and that of conjugated double bonds are not same during the cure reaction. In the case of 330\(^\circ\)C cure temperature, even though the reaction conversion of phenylethynyl C≡C triple bonds reaches 90% after 1h cure, the reaction conversion of conjugated bonds is only 75%.
Figure 68  Reaction conversion $\alpha$ vs. cure time of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] cured at various temperatures from FT-IR results (a) phenylethynyl group at 2216 cm$^{-1}$; (b) conjugate bonds at 1611 cm$^{-1}$.
### TABLE 15
Kinetic Analysis of the Thermal Cure of N-Phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] by FT-IR 2216 cm⁻¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cure temperature, °C</th>
<th>Reaction order</th>
<th>k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.03775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.09557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.3303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.8110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 16
Kinetic Analysis of the Thermal Cure of N-Phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] by FT-IR 1611 cm⁻¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cure temperature, °C</th>
<th>Reaction order</th>
<th>k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.02241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.03364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.09343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.1250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assume the cure reaction follows \( n^{\text{th}} \) order kinetics, the rate equation can be written as:
By simulating the cure reactions as $n^{th}$ order kinetics from reaction conversion data, the kinetics data can be obtained, which are listed in Table 15 and Table 16.

The activation energy $E_{\text{act}}$ can be obtained by plot $\ln k$ vs. $1/T$ (Figure 69) from the equation (14). The analysis results are listed in Table 17.

**TABLE 17**

Activation Energy of Thermal Cure Reaction of N-Phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] from FT-IR Calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IR band, cm$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{act}}$, kJ/mol</th>
<th>$A$, min$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2216</td>
<td>173.5 ± 8.2</td>
<td>$3.81 \times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1611</td>
<td>102.7 ± 15.9</td>
<td>$1.67 \times 10^{7}$</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From kinetic analysis, the thermal crosslinking of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] through phenylethynyl addition reaction has a reaction order of 0.95 and an activation energy of 173.5 ± 8.2 kJ/mol. It can be noticed that the conjugated bond addition reactions has a lower reaction order of 0.94 and lower activation energy (102.7 ± 15.9 kJ/mol). Meanwhile, phenylethynyl addition reaction in the system provides a better kinetic simulation. The cure reaction of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] can be described as two stages:
Figure 69  Kinetics plots of ln k vs 1/T of the cure reaction of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] calculated from FT-IR conversion (a) phenylethynyl group at 2216 cm\(^{-1}\); (b) conjugate bonds at 1611 cm\(^{-1}\).
(i) A fast stage. First-order fast reaction kinetically controlled at short times to form a high molecular weight gel. Both phenylethynyl addition reaction and intramolecular or bimolecular double bond addition reactions occur in this stage.

(ii) A slow second stage. Crosslinking reaction kinetically controlled by diffusion with the reaction order close to 1. The double bond addition reactions mainly occur in this stage.

Figure 70  Proposed cure products of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide].
At the beginning the cure reaction occurs by simple ethynyl to ethynyl addition reactions to form linear and crosslinked polyene structures. Furthermore, the fused ring crosslinking system is formed from a series of reactions (Figure 70) such as Diel-Alder, Friedel-Crafts, Straus and Glaser coupling reactions as suggested by Fang et al. [146].

![Figure 71](image)

**Figure 71** Proposed structure of cured AFR-PEPA-4.

For AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer, the crosslinked structure with highly steric hindrance can be obtained by ethynyl addition reactions (Figure 71). Therefore, the cure product is difficult to be further crosslinked via double bond addition reactions.
4.4 Conclusions

AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer and an imide model compound N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] were synthesized and characterized for cure reaction study. DSC was used in determining the cure kinetics of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer by following the increase in $T_g$ as a function of cure. The predicted ultimate $T_g$ of cured AFR-PEPA-4 polyimide is 437.2°C. The activation energy of thermal cure reaction of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer is $142.6 \pm 10.0$ kJ/mol with the kinetic order of 1 when the reaction conversion is less than 80%. However, the first order reaction failed to describe the data over the whole range of conversion values for complete cure.

Cured AFR-PEPA-4 polyimide shows excellent thermal stability. The cured polyimide has less than 2% weight loss in both air and $N_2$ when the temperature is lower than 510°C.

The kinetics analysis of the thermal cure of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] was determined by FT-IR spectroscopy by following the absorbance of the phenylethynyl triple bond and conjugated bonds. The thermal crosslinking of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] through phenylethynyl addition reaction has a reaction order of 0.95 and an activation energy of $173.5 \pm 8.2$ kJ/mol. The conjugated bond addition reactions have a lower reaction order of 0.94 and lower activation energy ($102.7 \pm 15.9$ kJ/mol) than phenylethynyl addition reaction. However, phenylethynyl addition reaction in the system provides a better kinetic simulation. The cure reaction of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl) phthalimide] can be described as two stages: (i) A fast stage. First-order fast reaction kinetically controlled at short times to form a high molecular
weight gel. Both phenylethynyl addition reaction and intramolecular or bimolecular double bond addition reactions occur in this stage. (ii) A slow second stage. Crosslinking reaction kinetically controlled by diffusion with the reaction order is close to 1. The double bond addition reactions mainly occur in this stage.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Conclusions

The E-beam curable BMI resin systems and phenylethynyl terminated AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer together with an imide model compound N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl)phthalimide] were synthesized and characterized.

E-beam exposure cannot propagate the polymerization of BMI system until the temperature goes up to 100°C. However, solid-state cure reaction of BMI does occur to some extent and a small amount of oligomers may be generated under low E-beam intensity radiation, though the reaction conversion was low. Higher intensity E-beam at 40 kGy per pass can give high reaction conversion of BMI above 75%. However, the temperature of BMI reached up to 250°C, which induced normal thermal cure mechanism.

NVP is a good reactive diluent for BMI resin. It decreases the viscosity of BMI resin so that the reactivity of the system is increased significantly. The cure extents of BMI/NVP increase with the increase of the dosage and applied dosage per pass. The reaction rate is much higher at the beginning of the E-beam cure and slows down after 2 or 3 dose passes due to diffusion control. Free radical initiator dicumyl peroxide can accelerate the reaction rate at the beginning of E-beam cure reaction but doesn’t affect final cure conversion very much. According to the results from FT-IR, 200 kGy total dosage E-beam exposure at 10 kGy per pass can give 70% reaction conversion of
BMI/NVP with the temperature rise no more than 50°C. The product has a $T_g$ of 180°C. NVP shows the great potential to be utilized as the reactive diluent for phenylethynyl terminated imide.

The effect of higher intensity E-beam radiation on BMI system is much more significant than that on BMI/NVP system, which indicates that thermal cure is the dominant process in BMI system during high intensity E-beam exposure. As to BMI/NVP system, E-beam induced cure rather than the normal thermal cure is dominant, which makes low intensity E-beam curing at low temperature possible. The increase of the concentration of NVP in the system increases the reaction conversions almost linearly. The dilution and activation effects of NVP play the most important role in the interaction between BMI and NVP and make BMI have a more active response on E-beam radiation.

DSC was used in determining the cure kinetics of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer by following the increase in $T_g$ as a function of cure. The predicted ultimate $T_g$ of cured AFR-PEPA-4 polyimide is 437.2°C. The activation energy of thermal cure reaction of AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer is $142.6 \pm 10.0$ kJ/mol with the kinetic order of 1 when the reaction conversion is less than 80%. However, the first order reaction failed to describe the data over the whole range of conversion values for complete cure.

Cured AFR-PEPA-4 polyimide shows excellent thermal stability. The cured polyimide has less than 2% weight loss in both air and N$_2$ when the temperature is lower than 510°C.
The kinetics analysis of the thermal cure of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl)phthalimide] was determined by FT-IR spectroscopy by following the absorbance of the phenylethynyl triple bond and conjugated bonds. The thermal crosslinking of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl)phthalimide] through phenylethynyl addition reaction has a reaction order of 0.95 and an activation energy of 173.5 ± 8.2 kJ/mol. The conjugated bond addition reactions have a lower reaction order of 0.94 and lower activation energy (102.7 ± 15.9 kJ/mol) than phenylethynyl addition reaction. However, phenylethynyl addition reaction in the system provides a better kinetic simulation. The cure reaction of N-phenyl-[4-(phenylethynyl)phthalimide] can be described as a fast first-order reaction stage followed by a slow second stage that is kinetically controlled by diffusion with the reaction order less than 1. At the beginning the cure reaction occurs by simple ethynyl to ethynyl addition reactions to form linear and crosslinked polyene structures. Furthermore, the fused ring crosslinking system is formed from a series of reactions such as Diel-Alder, Friedel-Crafts, Straus and Glaser coupling reactions. For AFR-PEPA-4 oligomer, the crosslinked structure with highly steric hindrance can be obtained by ethynyl addition reactions, which is difficult to be further crosslinked via double bond addition reactions.

5.2 Suggestions for Future Research

It was found that the thermal history affected $T_g$ and reaction conversion of E-beam cured BMI resins. E-beam radiation energy absorption will raise the temperature of the samples together with the resin cure exotherm. The heat formation during the cure
is mainly governed by the enthalpy of polymerization, the E-beam energy absorption and the heat dissipation to the environment of the mold. The modeling approach to describe the heat transfer and temperature change involved in the E-beam process is necessary to understand and predict the E-beam induced cure kinetics, local temperature, and $T_g$ as a function of dose and time.

The fundamental parameters that control imide oligomer synthesis, molecular weight, morphology, rheology and cure reaction mechanisms need to be further identified and characterized, such as the synthesis conditions of imide oligomer formation in terms of solvent concentration-temperature-time conditions and gaseous environment for imidization and cure reactions. To investigate how such parameters affect the network structure, deformation and failure modes and mechanical properties of the fully cured polyimide resin is critical to understand the fundamental of process-structure-properties relations of high temperature polyimides.

The cure mechanism of crosslinking of phenylethynyl terminated imide monomers and oligomers need to be further studied. The characterization of the crosslinking reaction mechanism of the imide acetylene end caps and how these cure reactions are modified by imide oligomer chemistry, air, free radical initiation, and radiation (such as electron beam) exposure-time characteristics. Meanwhile, the modification of imide oligomer chemistry and the utilization of reactive diluent for developing E-beam curable high temperature imide materials need to be investigated.
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